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PREFACE

This three-vclume set of reports constitutes

the Final Report on the project "The Development
of Measures of Service Availability". The
project was conducted for the Transportation
Systems Center (TSC) and is a part of the Urban
Mass Transportation Administration's (UMTA's)
"Automated Guideway Transit Technology (AFTT)"

program. The objective of the project was to

develop passenger-oriented measures of service
availability which could be used to control
the level of service provided by AGT systems
throughout their life cycle.
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PART 1

THE DEVELOPMENT OF MEASURES OF

SERVICE AVAILABILITY

TASK 1. LITERATURE REVIEW

Contract No. DOT-TSC-1283

to

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS CENTER

by

R. D. Leis

BATTELLE
Columbus Laboratories

505 King Avenue
Columbus OH 43201
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1 . INTRODUCTION

For some time, there has been considerable concern over the defini-

tion, measurement, and specification of a transportation system's effective-

ness for providing service to its passengers in the face of the failure

characteristics anu consequences inherent in the design and operation of

that system. Trip reliability, schedule adherence, compactness of trip time

distribution, average delay, expected delays, availability, dependability,

etc.: all are used at one time or another to describe this effectiveness

measure. The net result is a welter of nonstandard terminology which serves

not only to confuse the analyst but also to totally mask performance com-

parisons among alternative systems.

Accordingly, this study (a part of UMTA's Automatic Guideway

Transit Technology program) is aimed at developing a set of measures for

"service availability" which will be meaningful, readily understandable, and

acceptable to transit operators, suppliers, and interested Government agencies.

Service availability is defined in a generic sense as a measure of the

impingement of equipment failures on the operation of a transit system as

perceived by the users and operators.

The first task of this study was an in-depth review of existing

literature dealing directly or indirectly with the generic subject of ser-

vice availability. The purpose of this document is to report the results of

this task.

In this task, over 100 papers, textbooks, and sumposium proceedings

were reviewed. The Appendix is a bibliography of material reviewed. In summary

form, several observations are as follows:
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(1) While the literature abounds in seemingly different
approaches to the measurement of service availability,
the generic concepts involved are few. Major differ-
ences rather appear in transit system models used and
degree of mathematical complexity employed.

(2) No single measure appears to reflect all characteristics
presumed to be important to passenger perception of

service

.

(3) Measures which approach direct correspondence with
passenger perception are both difficult to compute
in a design sense and measure in an operating sense.
Hence, it appears that if this is desired, computer
simulation techniques will be required.

(4) From our current perception of the users of a service
availability measure (e.g., operators, suppliers,
planners)

,
it appears that the role of passenger

perception of failure-induced delays is best dealt
with in the planning phase to arrive at allowable
transit system equipment performance. This latter measure
would then form the basis for specifications and
operational performance monitoring. Periodic measure-
ment of actual passenger impact (e.g., through statistical
techniques) would serve to verify the planning models.

(5) Most recent specifications for transit systems specify,
in more or less detail, required reliability and main-
tainability performance. Only in a few cases have
more user-oriented measures been incorporated.

(6) Most operating systems gather detailed data on equipment
failure rates, repair rates, and downtimes (in and out
of service). None, to our knowledge, directly measures
passenger-related impacts of these failures.

These points are amplified in the sections which follow. Section

2.0 presents some observations on service availability gleaned from the

literature review. Section 3.0 discusses the concept of service avail-

ability in the perspective of its role in the overall performance of a

transit system. Section 4.0 presents a review of the basic concepts of

service availability as discussed in the literature. Section 5.0 briefly

discusses performance measures of selected existing systems as they are

currently calculated. Tliis information is derived from the papers pre-

sented at the 1976 UMTA ACT Service Availability Workshop. Section 6.0

1-2



briefly summarizes recent system specifications which impact service avail-

ability. The Appendix is a bibliography of documents reviewed in this task.

It will be noted that the text is not keyed to specific references.

This is because, in most cases, the references only obliquely treat the

subject and, in those cases where a full treatment is presented, they are not

proposing a unique concept. In the merging of all these resources, it was

rare that specific references were appropriate or warranted.
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2 . PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS REGARDING
SERVICE AVAILABILITY MEASURES

As will be discussed in the following sections, the literature

does not suffer from a lack of information on appropriate measures for ser-

vice availability. However, as discussed in Section 4.0, what appear to be

fundamentally different measures are in reality different models or pro-

cedures for computing one of three generically different measures.

Type I. Measures of the classical availability form

Availability
Successful Time

Total operating time

where the elements of the fraction may be expressed
in terms of system hours, vehicle hours, or passenger
hours

.

Meaning: Likelihood of being in a successful state at any random
time during use.

Type II. Measures of the classical dependability form

Dependability = probability of success

= availability x reliability,

where the elements are generally computed on a per trip

basis for either vehicles or passengers.

Meaning: Likelihood of not incurring a delay during a given
period of use.

Type III. Measures of the expected delay form

Expected delay = probability of delay x avg. duration
of delay,

where the elements are generally computed on a passenger
trip or vehicle-trip basis.

Meaning: Average delay of a passenger on a typical trip.

To illustrate the differences between these types of measures, it

is useful to evaluate them for a hypothetical system. The system model used

is extremely simple, consisting of a link which connects a passenger between an

origin and a destination. The characteristics of the link are such that any fail-

ure causes a delay to the passenger. Furthermore, his delay pattern and dura-

tion are precisely the same as those of the system.* (There is sufficient excess

* Obviously, the simple model does not represent a real system. It is used

only to illustrate the types of measures and their characteristics.
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capacity to ensure that queues resulting from previous failures do not intro-

duce an additional delay event.) The failure characteristics of this system

are further described by a mean-time-between-failure (MTBF) and a mean-time-

to-restore normal service (MTTR) . Figure 1 shows curves of constant avail-

ability, dependability, and expected delay per trip as a function of MTBR

and MTTR for this system.

If this simple system were specified on the basis of a Type I measure,

say availability = 0.99, the system supplier would have complete freedom to

select his design point at any point along or to the right of line A in

Figure 1. Obviously, where he selects his design point will have a significant

influence on the resulting dependability and expected delay performance.

Hence, if delay-type measures are considered important (and they are) avail-

ability measures, by themselves, are not appropriate.

If the system is specified in terms of allowable delay probability

or minimum allowable dependability, say 0.957, the system supplier would have

the freedom of selecting his design point along or to the right of line B in

Figure 1. As can be seen, where he selects his design point will signifi-

cantly influence the expected delay performance of the resulting system.

Again, if this is considered important, a dependability measure by itself

fails as a useful service availability measure.

If the system is specified by an allowable average delay per trip,

the system supplier selects his design point on or below line C of Figure 1.

If expected delay (or some variation) is really the measure of concern then

obviously, these curves provide the "best” specification from the standpoint

of sensitivity to passenger perception. However, as seen in Figure 1-1, a

constant expected delay may be achieved with many different dependability

values- If frequency of delays is important, an expected delay criterion,

by itself, is not responsive.

Therefore, it would appear that, if delay frequency and duration are

important passenger-perceived performance parameters to be described in a use-

ful service availability measure, the choice lies between Types II and III

measures. These measures share another characteristic. They are both dif-

ficult to compute and measure for compliance. In determining an expected

1-5
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performance for a given transit configuration, some form of computer simula-

tion is indicated, except for extremely simple systems. Thus, the expense

of predicting performance in a design phase may be prohibitive. Similarly,

compliance testing may be quite tenuous.

Therefore, perhaps some adequate proxy measure is indicated. For

example, during the planning phase of a transit system, simulation could

investigate the ramifications of delay frequency and duration expected for

the average passenger to establish a zone of acceptable system performance.

For example, referring to Figure 1-1 in the lower left-hand corner, expected

delay is approximately linear and, hence, correlates with availability which

suggests that availability is a reasonable proxy for expected delay, within

some limited range of system MTBF and MTTR. Through simulation during the

planning and preliminary design phase of a transit system, the impact of

system failures on expected delay would be examined together with the implica-

tions of these failures in terms of an availability expression, for example,

a vehicle uptime ratio. Within the range of acceptable expected delays, the

corresponding values of vehicle availability would then be established which

could be used as the system specification and performance monitoring criterion.

Graphically, this is illustrated in Figure 1-2. As shown in this figure,

dependability considerations could also be included to further restrict the

permissible range. A specification like this would be relatively easily

demonstrable in both the design and operating phase. This process suffers

in one major respect, however. For two systems, which vary in degree of

complexity or projected passenger demands, achieving the same service level

will require different vehicle availability requirements. Therefore, com-

parison between systems in different locations providing different services

cannot be made directly on the basis of this measure. To establish how well

they are doing, in passenger perception terms, one must revert back to the

original algorithm which led to the specified availability measure.

The concepts discussed here are not offered as conclusions but

only as observations. It appears, based on current knowledge, that no

1-7



MTTR

= MAXIMUM MTTR (From Expected Delay Considerations)

T
2

= MAXIMUM MTBF (From Dependability Considerations)

FIGURE 1-2. RELATIONSHIPS BETWEEN MULTIPLE CRITERIA FOR
SPECIFICATION OF AVAILABILITY
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single measure can satisfy all needs. Furthermore, as the measure approaches

something that a passenger perceives, its relevance in terms of required

system performance becomes lost and probably requires computer simulation to

reestablish it. The relationships discussed in this section are all based

on a simple model. However, while the values will be different for real

systems, it is believed that similar relationships exist.
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3. SERVICE AVAILABILITY IN PERSPECTIVE

As a user-perceived attribute of a transportation system, service

availability, as defined in this program, probably does not exist by itself.

Transit system users view the output service of a transit system as a single

product, composed of a normal expected performance and perturbations about

this norm--irrespective of the source of these perturbations. Hence, to gain

insight into an appropriate measure for service availability, one has to take

a broader view of a passenger's perception of transit system service. Begin-

ning with basic attitude surveys

,

one finds that "transportation reli-

ability" is a performance measure which ranks high in a passenger's evalua-

tion of the acceptability and desirability of a transit system from a modal

attractiveness standpoint. This attribute has not been dissected into its

components nor has it been treated as a design variable in transportation

planning and modal-split analyses. As a result, transportation service

reliability has not been defined nor has a scale of "goodness" been deter-

mined to permit tradeoff analyses to be performed. Detailed attitude

surveys have attempted to shed some light on this attribute. However, no

two surveys used the same terminology in questions pertaining to service

reliability, hence direct correlation of results was not possible. Examples

of the components of service reliability addressed in various surveys are

Reliability of destination achievement
Waiting time
In-transit delays
Missed connections
Seat availability
Trip-time variance.

While these are different characteristics, they have sufficient

commonality to at least describe the nature of the service reliability

concept as the freedom from unexpected variations in scheduled performance.

These unexpected variations can arise from a number of sources--

they do not all result from equipment failures. This is illustrated in

Figure 1-3, where the left-hand branch coincides with the service availability

definition used in this study. The lower portions of this branch describe

the two major system characteristics which determine service availability.

* Numbers refer to specific references in the Bibliography.
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(1) The failure characteristics of the system under
consideration including the type, frequency, and

system impact of failures. These are controlled
in the design phase under the general discipline
of reliability engineering and in the operational
phase through effective preventive maintenance (PM)

programs

.

(2) The recovery characteristics of the system; that

is, the capability of the system, through design
and/or operation, to recover quickly from a failure
to minimize the effects of the failure in terms of

user perceived performance. This is controlled in

the design phase under the general discipline of

maintainability engineering and in the operational
phase through effective failure management procedures.

The concept of "service availability" is, therefore, that of a

transfer function relating these system characteristics to system perform-

ance as viewed by the passenger (which performance, as was pointed out

earlier, is not well defined). With such a simple purpose, why are there so

many different measures proposed or used? There are many reasons, but three

general reasons appear to dominate the answer to this question.

(1) There are various interpretations of the appropriate
user perceived service parameter. While the literature
has revealed almost universal consensus that some
measure of delay is appropriate; there is considerable
divergence of opinion as to the approximate transit
system failure performance which characterizes its

propensity to induce delay. (These form the major
types of measures discussed in the next section.)

(2) The design and operating characteristics of transit
systems vary greatly. Hence, even though a measure
(e.g., probability of delay) might be common between
two system analyses, the mathematical formulation of

the availability transfer function may be quite dif-
ferent--giving the appearance of a different measure.
In like manner, many papers may treat the same system
with varying degrees of rigor, different assumptions,
and different levels of mathematical complexity,
again giving apparent differences. in the availability
concept being explored.

(3) Service availability is being addressed at various
phases in the life cycle. In the operational phase,

service availability is generally dealt with in terms

1-12



of observed performance and not related to failure
rates, etc., as shown in Figure 3. Other studies
deal with early planning activities or simply
academic situations where emphasis is placed on
general system level failure rates and restore
options. Yet other studies deal with relatively
fixed hardware concepts, with system, subsystem,
and perhaps component failure data upon which
system level service availability is being based.
Like (2) above, the passenger measure may be the

same but the models or transfer functions are
quite different.

The following section describes and discusses the service avail-

ability concepts derived from the literature and will illustrate these points.

Before leaving this section, however, two points must yet be made.

(1) As illustrated in Figure 1-3, service availability is

but one element determining overall system perform-
ances as viewed by the passenger. "Good" service
availability does not ensure a good system. While
the study is aimed at service availability, evaluating
the effects of other parameters indicated in Figure 3

must be recognized by the planning community.

(2) This study is directed toward the definition of
service availability; i.e., the dimensions of a

system which characterize its performance in the

eyes of the passenger. It is quite another problem
(and not within the scope of this program) to

determine what the level of such performance should
be. There is little in the literature suggesting
adequate or required levels. This may well prove to

be the most significant restriction to utilizing
service availability to define system reliability/
maintainability requirements.
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4. SERVICE AVAILABILITY CONCEPTS

This section discusses the various service availability concepts

discussed or promoted in the literature in what might be termed a theoretical

or academic environment. Most of the thrust behind these articles is to

demonstrate an assessment methodology or model for computation purposes.

The measures and models are not discussed with reference to any specific

application but are rather promoted as "general" purpose. These articles

point out the general "multistage hypothesis" requirements of current service

availability treatments, such as

(1) Hypotheses regarding passenger sensitive performance
parameter

(2) Hypotheses regarding system performance characteristics
which influence this parameter

(3) Hypotheses regarding system element interaction which
influences these performance characteristics

(4) Etc.

The first hypothesis, as mentioned in the previous section, is that

the passenger perceives delay as a measure of "badness" in system perform-

ance. While the precise treatment of delay might be different among authors,

all subscribe to its paramount importance.

The second hypothesis is not universal among authors. There are

basic differences among approaches to a system performance measure which

relates to delay potential. These form the major subdivisions in this

section.

The remaining hypotheses illustrate even less universality which

is understandable because of the different transit system scenarios being

addressed. These variations are not treated explicitly in this report but

are briefly discussed within the context of the measures being evaluated.

Returning to the second hypothesis, while many different mathematical

formulations exist in the literature, the service availability measures dis-

cussed can be placed in one of three general categories.

1-14



( 1 ) Measures which are based on
time and uptime or "something delivered" to

"something promised". Classical availability
expressions exemplify this category.

(2) Measures based on the propensity of the system
being evaluated to cause delays in a random,
average trip.

(3) Measures based on the magnitude of delay expected
on a random or average trip.

Prior to discussing these service availability measure types, it

is useful to establish a pictorial representation of system operating per-

formance which can be referenced in each discussion to illustrate common-

alities and differences. Figure 1-4 shows, in simple form, the operating

cycle of a hypothetical transit system, subsystem, or component.* As illustrated,

operating cycle consists of a period of uptime or successful operating time

until a failure occurs (at t^) which renders the system (or subsystem or

component) inoperable. There follows a period of time in which repair,

removal, or replacement is performed to restore normal operation. Each

system or subsystem will display its own operating cycle pattern depending

on its failure modes, frequencies, effects, and restorability. In concept,

service availability is a measure which relates these patterns to system

performance parameters of concern to passengers.

Superimposed on this figure is a sample trip of time length T,

commencing at Tg and ending at Tf. This simple diagram is useful in the

discussions which follow.

4.1 Availability Expressions of the Classical Form

This section discusses the measures which fall in the first category

above. The best known expression in this category is

A = mArn n)
Uptime + Downtime

where A = Availability

Uptime = Total operating time when system is not down due to failure

Downtime = Total system downtime hours due to a failure.

* Like the simple model discussed in Section 2.0, many liberties were taken
\i7ith this example to illustrate a point.

an
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In terms of system design/operating characteristics, this measure

can be related to failure rates and restore times as follows:

^ MTBF (2)
^ MTBF + MTTR

where MTBF = Mean time between system failures

MTTR = Mean time to restore normal service following a failure.

In terms of Figure 1-4, this measure reflects the area under a

"mean” operating cycle curve. The literal interpretation of a value for

this measure of availability is "the probability that the system is in an

operational state at any time within its scheduled operating period". From

a passenger viewpoint, this can be interpreted as the probability that the

system will be operating when he requests service. (Referring to Figure 1-4,

this is the probability that Tg will fall between tQ and tj^.)

This measure requires a minimum of data to compute in an operating

environment and affords a maximum flexibility to manipulate system failure

rates and restore capabilities within specified cost limits. From an operator

viewpoint, it is a good summary measure of performance--reflecting a produc-

tivity or equipment utilization measure.

This measure, while incorporating the causes of delays, does not

directly indicate the likelihood or severity of delays which the passenger

can expect. However, its main drawback as a useful parameter in transportation

performance measurement is that it characterizes a system which is either

totally "up" or totally "down". One would find great difficulty in finding

an existing or proposed transit system which exhibits this characteristic.

To overcome this deficiency, numerous variations exist which in-

volve redefinition of system, uptime, downtime, and failure. For example,

^ _ Z vehicle successful operating hours (3)

Z vehicle successful operating hours + Z vehicle hours of delay

Expressing availability in this form recognizes that individual

vehicle delays may not render the entire system inoperable. (In a closely

coupled system, where a single vehicle delay results in a total system delay,

a measure computed by Equation 3 would be identical to that computed by
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Equation !•) Like Equation 1, Equation 3 measures the operational state of

the system. It is easily calculated in an operational environment. In a

planning environment, detailed failure mode/effect/restore calculations can

be made, at varying levels of complexity to arrive at estimates of avail-

ability. Care must be taken to include vehicles delayed as a secondary

effect of failures elsewhere in the system. Conceptually, one could also

count as delays the excess time required to reroute vehicles around the

failure if such an option exists. The mathematics of these calculations

becomes extremely complicated, however, and computer simulation may be re-

quired.

This measure lends itself to quantification under an assumed allow-

able delay. Many authors subscribe to the theory that long delays are less

tolerable than short delays, even though over a period of time the total

delay experienced by the passenger may be the same for both delay types.

Furthermore, there is probably a minimum delay to which a passenger is in-

sensitive. Delays of 3 to 5 minutes or 10 percent of the normal trip time

are generally proposed. Using Equation 3 under such an assumption, one would

simply truncate all delays at the acceptable limit. Availability expressions,

such as (3) or (1) , have an inherent problem in the definition of delay.

When does it start? When does it stop? Presumably this would be taken as

some deviation from normal operation. However, after a certain amount of

delay, one merely slips one slot in the schedule. Modeling techniques must

recognize this. Delay for demand responsive systems is equally difficult to

define. However, the major problem with this measure is, like (1), that it

lacks sensitivity to a user expectation of delay likelihood or duration.

Furthermore, it lacks sensitivity to delays to passengers which result from

queuing at stations as a result of unavailability.

This latter problem can be dealt with by, again, redefinition of

terms

.

Z uptime in passenger hours ,,

,

^ ~ 2 uptime in passenger hours + E passenger hours of delay '

where passenger hours of delay includes station wait time beyond the normal

expected value. This formulation essentially superimposes a passenger demand

on a system characterized by Equation 3, allowing passenger demands to build
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up on the platforms as failures in the system restrict its capacity.

This measure states that, on the average, for every hour of pas-

senger interaction with the system, he will see (1-A) hours of delay. How-

ever, caution must be exercised in relating this value to expected delays

for a finite trip or number of finite trips. The above values are based on

cumulative averages and are generally insensitive to a trip duration. Avail-

ability expressions reflect ratios of uptime to downtime and not the magnitude

of either. However, it is the magnitude of each with relation to the average

trip time which determines both probability of delay and the average value

of delay encountered. This will be discussed in later sections.

The measure expressed in Equation 4 does account for passenger wait

time and queue dissipation capability (excess capacity) in the system. As

such, it is closer to a passenger-based measure than (1) or (3). Evaluating

this measure for a design concept requires some form of computer simulation

which models the passenger movements through the system. As a measure of

achieved performance in an operating system. Equation 4 requires detailed

passenger movement data in terms of trip time or delay time. This requires

the tracking of individual passengers through the system. In addition, an

accurate algorithm for defining the normal expected values for these param-

eters must be available. Few, if any, systems are capable, technically or

economically, of collecting these data.

For an operating system, such a measure could prove useful from

the standpoint of how well it performed but offers little in the way of

system management information except in the evaluation of failure management

strategies and practices.

From the design specification standpoint, such a measure would

first have to be stripped of the passenger loading influence to yield useful

system design/operating requirements which can be manipulated in the design

process. If the issue of required reserve capacity is to be left to the

system suppliers, then such a measure might be appropriate for a general

specification.
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Because of the simulation requirements and the large number of

assumptions regarding expected passenger demands, trip durations, trip

origins and destinations, it would appear that a measure such as Equation 4

more properly lies in the planning domain. Along with determining the

general nature of the desired system, station locations, nominal capacity

requirements, and other related information, passenger response to various

system failures and operating strategies could be determined to establish

required levels of system performance to be used as specifications. Such

specifications may involve a measure such as Equation 3, together with

required reserve capacity or failure management strategies to minimize queue

development under the system failure characteristics.

An extension of Equation 4 allows for weighting delay time to

reflect an increasing "annoyance” with increases in delay time.

£g(Delay Timei)^
^ ^ " Total Time

where 3 and a are annoyance factors. Generally, expressions like this use

only one of these factors. This form is applicable to system hours, vehicle

hours, or passenger hours. It has not been used in examples of real-world

situations. It bears all the problems of previous measures with the addi-

tion of the need to define and evaluate the annoyance factors.

4.2 Trip Dependability Measure

The availability-type measures discussed in the previous section

all relate to areas under a "goodness" curve, such as Figure 4. There is no

comprehension of a trip length or starting time. As a result, two systems

may exhibit the same availability measure but have different values for the

duration of the "good" and "bad" periods. As such, they fail to measure

what the average user of the system is likely to see in terms of delays,

duration, or frequency.

Trip dependability measures attack the probability of delay directly.

Essentially, these measures deal with availability in terms of the system

failure and restore characteristics with the added consideration of the rela-

tionship of a random trip to these characteristics.
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The probability of delay measure is the combination of two prob-

abilities.

(1) The probability that the passenger will not experience
a delay prior to starting his trip due to a failure in

the system.

(2) The probability that, haying started his trip, the pas-
senger will not be delayed by a system failure.

Mathematically, the measure is computed as

D = A • Pg (6)

where D = Trip dependability.

A = Steady-state availability of that portion of the system which is

required by the passenger or which can influence his delay
probabilities. This is the probability that all required segments
of the system are operational when required by the passenger.

Pg = Probability of successfully transiting the system; i.e., incurring
no delay due to system failure while on the system.

Many models exist for computing trip dependability. These models

differ in four major respects.

(1) They are sensitive to a particular system configuration.
The "system" required for an average trip, therefore,
differs

.

(2) They differ in level of system subdivision employed.
Hence, different relationships for computing A and Ps

exist at the system level.

(3) They differ in mathematical rigor. For example, some
models may treat system availability at the time the
trip is initiated. Others may treat subsystem avail-
ability only at the time it is required. This allows
certain downstream elements to be in a failed state
initially. Their availability when required is then

a function of the restore time for that particular
failure. Similarly, downstream failures are permitted
during the trip as long as service is restored prior
to their use.

(4) Some models allow a delay, hence, failures are permis-
sible as long as they are restored within the permis-
sible delay time.
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These models tend to be the most complicated of all used to assess

service characteristics. It is not uncommon to see them spanning several

pages in a report. One is necessarily impressed by the mathematical rigor

employed. However, mathematical complexity does not imply applicability or

accuracy of results. One is better off to apply simple mathematics to a

good model than to use complicated mathematics in a poor model. In this

regard, one has to be sure that his system definition is appropriate, in-

cluding in his system all vehicles whose delay would impact the subject

passenger's vehicle. Furthermore, one should comprehend in his availability

expressions not only whether the system is up and running, but also whether

the system is available in light of the queues which may have developed

because of a previous failure.

As would be expected, except for simple system models and probability

expressions, some type of computer simulation is required to effectively deal

with dependability measures to evaluate effects of failure rates and restore

times. Notwithstanding this, trip dependability is considered to be more of

a passenger- related performance measure than classical availability form of

measurement

.

From the operator viewpoint, dependability measures are currently

considered to be good measures of performance. For example, airlines use

"on-time performance" as a comparative measure of service. Some transit

operators use a similar measure. For example, trip dependability may be

defined as follows:

_ Number of Successful Trips
Total Trips ^ '

where A successful trip may be a zero delay trip or a trip with some
maximum allowable delay. Methods may also be employed to

account for skipped stations and annulled trains.

A trip is generally defined as one end-to-end movement of a

vehicle or train.

Because of the definition of terns. Equation 7 measures vehicle-

trip dependability which does not yield a direct correlation with passenger-

trip dependability. However, discounting delays due to queues, the impact

of skipped stations, and the impact of annulled trains, the two measures are

comparable.
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One could measure passenger-trip dependability directly but the

data gathering problem is identical to that for Equation 4. In fact, the

data needs are identical.

From a specification standpoint, trip dependability specifications

would permit the determination of allowable failure rates and restore require-

ments. Complicated relationships exist and computer analysis would probably

be required. As was the case for Equation 4, it is perhaps more appropriate

to conduct these analyses in the planning phase to determine the required

system performance which can then become part of the specification. Like

the classical expressions, regardless of where such simulation or determina-

tion of system requirements is performed, it is the resulting system requirement

which would probably become part of the specification or promised perform-

ance of a transit system.

The major problem with dependability measures is that they do not

yield insight into the duration of the delays. Two system configurations

with the same propensity to induce delays in a typical trip will be viewed

quite differently by passengers, depending on the relative duration of

resulting delays. This gives rise to expected delay measures discussed in

the next section.

4.3 Expected Delay Measures

Expected delay measures have been suggested to overcome the insen-

sitivity to delay duration of dependability measures. Basically, expected

delay measures modify dependability measures by the average duration of

delay, if one occurs. In equation form

ED = Pd • Dj, (8)

where ED = Expected delay per trip

Pd = Probability of encountering a delay on a trip (1-dependability)

Dd ~ Avg. duration of delay if a delay event is encountered.

(Units may be vehicle or passenger oriented)

.

One could state, in a specification sense, an allowable average

delay per passenger trip, or distribution of allowable delays. Working
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through Equation 8, one could determine required ranges of system level

failure rates and restore times. Like dependability measures, the mathe-

matical complexity of doing this may be considerable, even using an inter-

active approach. Again, computer simulation would probably be required to

fully examine the implications of failure rates and failure management

strategies

.

From an operating system viewpoint, measurement of passenger

expected delay per trip would involve gathering data on total passenger

delays encountered and divide by the total number of trips taken. Measure-

ment of the vehicle-based expected delay would be easier but would require

considerably more delay information than is current ly collected in most

operating systems.
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5. RECENT SYSTEM SPECIFICATIONS ASSOCIATED
.
WITH SERVICE AVAILABILITY

During the past few years there has been an increasing effort

within the transit industry to make quality service, as viewed by the pas-

senger, an explicit requirement of specifications and other documents

describing transit system capabilities and performance. This action has

been prompted by the realization that the quality of passenger service (both

real and perceived) must be high, and that this can be achieved only by a

specific and concerted effort at all levels of the system planning and

design process.

However, this thirust has only evidenced itself, in general, with

words indicating a general goal of providing service. Most specifications

have been given in terms of system/ subsystem allowable failure rates and

mean-time-to-restore service. The thrust of these specifications, in addi-

tion to establishing performance requirements, has been to firmly establish

the terminology and compliance measurement technique to be employed--a very

necessary part of any specification. In most cases, presumably, it was

assumed that achievement of the specified conditions would provide good

service to the passenger. However, this relationship was not established.

Only in a few instances was a further qualification on required performance,

from a passenger viewpoint, treated in any quantitative way.

Table 1-1 summarizes the type of specifications which have been pre-

pared for several recent or proposed systems (some of which may no longer be

under active consideration).

In this table, three types of specifications are noted.

(1) System/subsystem MTBF/MTTR. An "X" in this column
indicates that required limits on mean-time-between-
failure and mean-time-to-restore are given at a system
or subsystem level. (Example: MTBF of propulsion system.)

(2) Allowable MTBF/MTTR for various failure types. An
"X" in this column indicates that specifications
regarding the allowable frequency and duration of

various classes of failures are given. (Example:

MTBF of failures which block the guideway.)
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(3) Other service requirements. A number in this column
signifies that some other consideration of service is

specified. Explanation of the type of measure is
given in correspondingly numbered paragraphs subse-
quent to Table 1-1.

TABLE 1-1. EXAMPLES OF TYPES OF SPECIFICATIONS

System

System/
Subsystem
MTBF /MTTR

Allowable
MTBF/MTTR
By Failure

Type/Severity

Special
Service
Measure

Denver( 128 ) X .

Bart ( 127 ) X __ --

Post Oak^^^^^ X — __

AIRTRANS^^^^^ X X --

Morgantown PRT^^^^^ ? -- 1

Sea-Tac^^^^^ X X 2

Standard Light Rail Vehicle X X

MARTA X X --

Medium Capacity AGT^^^^^ X -- 3

Transit X-Way Revenue Line^^^*^) X X 4

(a) Numbers refer to specific references in the bibliography.

(1) In this reference, other service requirements are

stated for the maximum allowable system downtime,
the allowable frequency of downtime events, and
limits on maximum downtime per event. Similar
specifications are given for degraded performance
This type of specification impacts the lower
bound on system MTBF and the upper bound on MTTR.

(2) Availability calculations (classic form) are re-

quired and values are specified along with MTBFs
and MTTRs

.
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(3) Additional constraints are incorporated to limit

the number of delay incidents experienced by the

average coiranuter in a year and to limit the allowable
number of line blockage failures. This type of
specification essentially establishes dependability
requirements

.

(4) This reference does not actually specify additional
conditions, but does specify a failure categorization
scheme (presumably for evaluation purposes) involving
a weighted probability of occurrence and its impact on

passenger minutes of delay. The probability weights
range from 1 (impossible) to 6 (expected frequently).
An "operational effectiveness" calculation is made by
multiplying the frequency weight by the passenger
minutes of delay expected to result. Hence, it is a

measure of expected delay.

As can be seen from these examples, there are limited cases where

some form of service requirement has been imposed with regard to desired ser-

vice capabilities. In no case, however, is there any evidence that the

values specified were derived from some analysis of actual, in-service per-

formance perceptions by the passenger.
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6. SYSTEM PERFORMANCE MEASURES USED
BY SELECTED OPERATING SYSTEMS

This section presents the measures utilized by selected operating

systems. In general, these examples illustrate the following points:

(1) System level performance measures do not make a

distinction between failure-induced delays and
delays from other causes.

(2) System level measures appear to be useful summaries
of performance or productivity. They do not, however,
provide the detail and insights needed to improve
performance

.

(3) Direct measurement of passenger delay is not done.
Yet, all measures have a relationship to the pas-
sengers perception of service.

(4) In addition to system measures, detail failure data,
maintenance data, and availability information on
vehicles is maintained. Vehicle management represents
the most significant variable in providing service
and controlling costs.

(5) No measure used by these operating systems is

adequate for specification purposes based on

passenger perception of failure -induced delay
effects

.

6.1 Dallas-Ft. Worth Airport AIRTRANS System ^^^^

Service performance measurements for the AIRTRANS System are based

upon a daily service report which logs categories of delay incidents. These

incidents are weighted by a "service factor" which is a subjective rating

of the severity of the delay incident. The exact formulation of these

service factors is not known at this time. However, they appear to represent

a delay magnitude or restorability of the system following a delay incident.

There are also indications that passenger inconvenience is prominent in the

service factor. For example, the worst delay incident is "station bypass",

presumably because this requires the passenger to make another loop to

reach his desired destination. Therefore, while quantitative measures of

passenger delays or inconveniences are not taken, it appears that these

measures are qualitatively handled in the AIRTRANS service measure.
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At the end of each day, the weighted delay incident totals are

combined into a daily service measure.

SM = SW N.
1 i 1

where SM = Service measure

= Number of delay incidents of the ith type

Wi = Weight associated with ith-type delay incident.

The delay incidents recorded are not necessarily failure related. They

include also incidents such as passengers holding doors, etc. Data are

available, however, which would permit the identification of "failure-induced

service measures.

follows

:

A scale of goodness has been established for values of SM as

SM Quantitative Service

0-50
50-100
100-150
150-200

Over 200

Excellent
Good
Satisfactory
Marginal
Poor

While this measure of performance is nearly entirely qualitative, it does

represent an easily assembled and informative management summary. In certain

respects, it is better than a total system delay measure or classical avail-

ability measure because of its sensitivity to passenger inconvenience.

6.2 PATCO Lindenwold Line - Semi-Automatic Rapid Transit ^^^^

PATCO regularly evaluates on-time performance as a service measure.

Delays up to four minutes in duration are not logged. Delays in excess of

four minutes are logged, together with each annulled train and station by-

pass (necessary to maintain schedule) . Ten missed stations are counted as

one annulled train (since there are ten stations between end terminals).

The total number of late or annulled trains is counted as trips not run on

schedule, from which the percent trips on time can be calculated. This
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measure is like a classical availability measure in that it is a measure of

"something delivered"/"something promised". The units are trips

rather than hours, values for the Lindenwold line run between 97 and 99

percent

.

Like AIRTRANS, the PATCO service performance measure is not ex-

clusively derived from equipment failure-induced delays but rather incorpo-

rates all delays, from all sources. Data are maintained, however, which

would allow the distinction to be made.

In addition to the system level performance measure, detailed

failure and availability data are maintained for individual vehicles.

6.3 Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) ^^^^

BART has several measures of system performance, each of which has

a particular purpose. Two of these relate to passenger perception of service.

(1) Number and rate of serious system delays (over 10

minutes)

(2) Number of trains arriving at the end of the line

within a specified tolerance (like the PATCO measure)

.

Both measures do not separate the delays caused by equipment

malfunction although data exist to permit such a separation.

Work is currently underway to permit a criticality judgment to

be made regarding serious delays. This subjective factor would include such

things as the delay duration of the affected trains and the impact of the

delay on the remainder of the system. Many records are maintained regarding

vehicle availability, reliability, and maintainability. Vehicle availability

counts are made each morning (number of cars available/number of cars in

active fleet)

.

BART is attempting to move toward tracking significant passenger

delays by merging train departure delay data and electronic fare gate data

to determine passenger delays.
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6.4 Seattle-Tacoma International Airport (Sea-Tac)

Sea-Tac maintains comprehensive failure, repair, and system

restore time data. The system performance measure used is "system avail-

ability" defined as

SA = MTBF
, .

MTBF + MTTR

where SA = system availability
MTBF = mean operating time between service interruption
MTTR = mean time to restore service to satellites

Failure = any incident which causes a delay in service to the
satellite in excess of two minutes.

Sea-Tac has been running at approximately 0.996 with this measure

compared to a goal of 0.998.

6.5 Morgantown PRT ^^^^^

Detailed logs of performance are maintained for the Morgantown PRT

system. Data on scheduled operating hours, actual operating hours, downtime

events, passengers carried, and vehicle availability are gathered. The system

performance measure utilized is termed "system dependability" defined as

follows

:

SD = (SA) (VA) (R)

where SA = System availability computed as the measured operating time/
scheduled operating time ratio.

VA = Vehicle availability. This is not availability in the

operational sense but rather a factor which represents the

capacity capability of the system--presumably observed
prior to starting service for the day.

_ Number of Vehicles Capable of Service
Number Required for Service

VA has a maximum value of 1.

R = Trip reliability. The definition and computation of this

term is unknown at the time.

This measure is of the classical dependability form and from a

passenger viewpoint indicates the likelihood of being able to make a trip

without incurring a delay.
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Of the five examples discussed in this section, the Morgantovm PRT

is the only operating system monitoring a performance measure which directly

relates to a classical conceptual measure of passenger perception.
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APPENDIX

BIBLIOGRAPHY

This appendix contains a listing of the specific information

sources used in this task. There is no significance to the order in which

they are listed; the order listed reflects only the acquisition sequence.

As an initial guide to those readers who wish to dig deeper into the subject

of service availability, the specific references were categorized according

to their relevance to the subject of service availability. This relevance

is indicated by a "bullet” in the appropriate matrix column following the

reference

.

The meaning and organization logic behind the matrix column head-

ings are discussed in the following expanded outline.

Service Availability citations contain information which directly treat
some aspect of service availability as defined in this program. The
particular emphasis of the reference is divided into

Measures . indicating a reference dealing with the dimensions
or appropriate expressions for service availability,

Models , indicating a reference dealing with formulation and
techniques for computing service availability, or

Applications , indicating a reference dealing with actual use
of some form of service availability expression. References
in this category are further categorized according to the

context in which such use was made:

Plann ing , indicating a use of service availability in

the context of transit system planning activities.

Specification , indicating a use of service availability
considerations in the specification package for a

transit system, or

Measurement , indicating a use of service availability
concepts in measuring the performance of operating
transit systems or parts of transit systems.

Transit System Simulation Models citations contain information regarding

modeling of transit system operations, particularly operations of PRT-
type systems. In general, these models do not treat service availability
directly. However, the models may prove to be useful in assessing the

impacts of unavilabil ity on transit system performance.
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R/M Considerations citations contain information on reliability and
maintainability aspects of systems and, hence, are indirectly related
to the subject of service availability.

Passenger Perception citations deal with passenger surveys and analyses
pertaining to transit service characteristics as perceived by the pas-
senger and, hence, are important in establishing the nature of a service
availability measure.

General citations contain information which is relevant in only a

general way, not fitting into any of the above categories.

A reference which is not keyed to one of these categories does not

contain information relevant to the study of service availability.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

For some time, there has been considerable concern over the defini-

tion, measurement, and specification of a transportation system's effective-

ness for providing service to its passengers in the face of the failure

characteristics and consequences inherent in the design and operation of

that system. Trip reliability, schedule adherence, compactness of trip time

distribution, average delay, expected delays, availability, dependability,

etc.: all are used at one time or another to describe this effectiveness

measure. The net result is a welter of nonstandard terminology which serves

not only to confuse the analyst but also to totally mask performance com-

parisons among alternative systems.

Accordingly, this study (a part of UMTA's Automatic Guideway

Transit Technology program) is aimed at developing a set of measures for

"service availability" which will be meaningful, readily understandable, and

acceptable to transit operators, suppliers, and interested Government agencies.

Service availability is defined in a generic sense as a measure of the

impingement of equipment failures on the operation of a transit system as

perceived by the users and operators.

Task 1 of this study consisted of an in-depth review of existing

literature dealing directly or indirectly with the generic subject of service

availability. Specifically, definitions, use, methods of measurement, models,

and concepts as treated in the literature were sought. The results of this

effort were reported in the First Interim Report.* The purpose of Task 2

was to carry out this information-gathering activity to the transit industry

* First Interim Report on The Development of Measures of Service Availability.
Task 1

.
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to gain the benefit of their experience in the use of service availability

measures. Specifically, Task 2 was directed toward gathering "real-world”

insight into

Service availability concepts/definitions

Use of service availability measures at various
phases of a transit system life cycle

Factors influencing service availability and its use

Characteristics of a "good" measure of service
availability.

One major output of this task was a set of criteria to be applied

in selecting/developing service availability measures for further processing

in this program.

2. TASK METHODOLOGY

There are numerous types of parties to the development and opera-

tion of a transit system. Each of these parties deals with service avail-

ability, explicitly or implicitly, in a different way and for different

reasons. It was the intent of this task to engage representatives from each

of these parties in a dialogue to ascertain insights into service availability

as viewed from their particular perspective and orientation with respect to

the transit system life cycle. The first step, therefore, was to partition

the transit industry into groups which shared a common perspective regarding

service availability.

This was accomplished by defining a "life cycle" for service avail-

ability and partitioning the transit industry according to the interaction of

various groups with the elements of this life cycle. Six phases were defined

for the service availability life cycle.

(1) Establishment of desired goal. In this ^hase, the

desired level of service is established.

(2) Establishment of system level requirements. In this
phase, this goal is translated into system level
specifications

.

* More often than not, the service availability concern is more fictitious
than fact, resulting in little more than lip service.
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(3 ) Allocation of system requirements to subsystem/
component requirements.

(4) Establishment of inherent service availability
characteristics in design/manufacture. In this
phase, the requirements are translated into hard-
ware form.

(5) Growth of service availability/compliance testing.
In this phase, which corresponds to system tests
and evaluation prior to acceptance, an iterative
process of service availability measurement and
system modification is undertaken. This is a "debugging"
phase prior to revenue operations.

(6) Availability maintenance. This phase corresponds to

revenue service where the concern is maintaining
adequate level of service availability.

The transit industry is divided into five categories as follows:

(1) Planning Agencies/Planning Consultants . This group
establishes the desired nature of the transit system.

(2) Design Consultants/System Procurement Managers . This
group translates the general planning results into

hardware system requirements. Depending on the par-
ticular situation, they may establish specifications,
prepare contract documents, evaluate proposals, con-
duct negotiations, supervise construction and instal-
lation, and oversees initial tests and evaluations to

determine compliance with requirements.

(3) System Suppliers . This group translates the specifica-
tions into working hardware.

(4) System Operators . This group is concerned with the

revenue operations of the transit system.

(5) Government Agencies . Various agencies of the Federal
and local Governments which participate in any of the

above activities.

Figure 2-1 shows the relationship of these transit industry groupings

to the various phases of the service availability "life cycle".

Within this framework, nine representatives from the industry were

contacted and visited for in-depth discussions of service availability as

viewed from their perspective. These contacts were heavily biased toward
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FIGURE 2-1. DIAGRAM ILLUSTRATING RELATIONSHIP OF TRANSIT INDUSTRY
GROUPINGS TO PHASES OF SERVICE AVAILABILITY LIFE CYCLE
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automated system suppliers and operators. (The Appendix lists the companies/

interests contacted.) The literature review (Task 1) reflected to a con-

siderable degree the concerns of the planning community. One contact was

made with a design consultant. The information gained is supplemented by

Battelle's experience in the specification/monitoring/testing practices of

new transit system installation. Government concerns are considered to be

reflected in past programs (e.g.. Dual Mode, HPPRT) and current programs

(e.g., AGRT) . Additionally, interaction with UMTA on the Downtown People-

Mover Project is providing real data on the perspective of the Federal

Government with respect to service availability.

In general, the interview approach was to engage the parties in a

dialogue regarding the following:

(1) Background of service availability thinking in

their specific areas of concern

(2) Definition of service availability

(3) Role af service availability in various phases
of a transit system life cycle

(4) Problem of specification, measurement, and monitoring
of service availability

(5) Desired characteristics of a good service avail-
ability measure.

With this information, a set of criteria to be used in evaluating

alternative measures of service availability were deduced. These are con-

tained in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 contains observations on the concept and

use of system level service availability measures which are germane to the

program.
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3. CRITERIA FOR THE EVALUATION OF
SERVICE AVAILABILITY MEASURES

At the outset of this study, several characteristics were hypothesized

for a "good" measure of service availability. The Request for Proposal for

this contract also stated several desirable characteristics. The field inter-

views offered no surprises nor, in retrospect, should they have. Basically,

10 criteria have evolved for evaluating service availability measures.

(1) It should reflect passenger perception of service.

(2) It should reflect the performance of elements of a

transit system over which the operator can exert
control

.

(3) It should be capable of measuring improvement in

performance due to operator control action.

(4) It should lead to clear, unambiguous performance
specifications which can be directly treated in the
design and manufacture of a transit system. By the

same token, it must be measurable with reasonable
data collection efforts, free of ambiguity, during
tests and revenue service.

(5) It should reflect system performance goals rather
than subsystem requirements so as not to unnecessarily
constrain the suppliers.

(6) Like (2) above, it should relate to the elements
over which design control can be exerted (nominally,
the failure characteristics of and restore strategies
of the technology being proposed and/or constructed).

(7) It should be sensitive to small changes in design
and/or operational parameters.

(8) It should have technical validity.

(9) It should be independent of any specific technology.
If specifications are the result of allocating system
level goals, this allocation should not unknowingly
favor one technology over another.

(10)

It must be an effective communication tool among all

elements of the transit industry.
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As indicated above, these are not unusual or surprising. They are

applicable to any performance measure and reflect rather simplistic but sound

engineering judgments. While establishing these was a primary objective of

the field interviews, it was, in fact, a very secondary result. Of far more

significance to this project is the apparent "oneness” of purpose among all

groups interviewed with respect to the concept and use of system level service

availability measures.

There is no controversy over the ultimate service
availability measures desired. All parties subscribe
to the concept of reflecting and controlling passenger
delays , either in terms of frequency and/or duration.

There was no controversy over the use of a system level
measure for specification and/or performance monitoring.
It was aptly pointed out that such system thinking has
always (in recent past anyway) been a driving motivation
behind specifications. What was missing is the explicit
treatment. Implicitly, however, specifications were
believed to accurately represent the "intent" of min-
imizing delay occurrence and duration. Operators real-
ize that' allocation of scarce resources during revenue
service requires a measure of performance degradation
and its relationship to causal factors--end-point items
which can be attacked and controlled. Again, the per-
formance degradation is considered to involve passenger
delay of one form or another. Since this is difficult,
if not impossible to measure directly, various proxy
measures are employed, such as headway variations,
schedule adherence, etc. While not directly measuring
delay performance, these measures directly relate to delay
performance. Improvements in schedule adherence, e.g.,

will result in improved service.

There is no controversy over the value to be placed on
a measure for specification purposes. Everyone agrees
that, at this point in time, if a system level per-
formance measure is used, no one has the market intel-
ligence or passenger utility insights to establish the

value. The supply community is obviously concerned
because of the potential for unreasonable requirements.
We have found, however, that all groups are equally
concerned and attempting to act responsibly and equit-
ably.

There is no controversy over the fact that service
availability, by itself, is insufficient to define the

failure propensity and restore requirements of a transit
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system. Allowable maintenance costs/capabilities are
also extremely significant and, in the end result, may
limit design decisions to enhance service availability
by itself.

There is no controversy over the real problem to be
faced in using system level service availability measures.
This problem does not involve the "what" and the "why"
of a measure but, rather, the "how". This is discussed
in the following paragraphs.

As alluded to above, it is generally conceded that system level

measures reflecting passenger delay propensity and properly accounting for

the system variables which can be controlled is a desirable, in fact, a ve ry

desirable goal. With all this agreement, what is the problem? Discussion

of this topic consumed the major part of our field interviews. Basically,

the problem revolves around a series of "hows"--all interrelated.

How can a delay measure or a reasonable proxy measure
be specified?

AND,

How can it be related to specific requirements for
specific technological alternatives?

AND,

How can a proposal indicate compliance with the specification?

AND,

How can it- be measured in actual operation to determine
compliance?

AND,

How can it be measured during revenue service to maintain
service availability?

Obviously, what is at issue is not the concept or the specific

measure involved but, rather, the methodology for using it. A methodology

which satisfactorily answers all of the above questions and can be demon-

strated to do so is what is required. Therefore, perhaps the most signif-

icant criteria to be applied to a measure of service availability is that it

be such that a suitable application methodology exist . Some of the charac-

teristics of a "suitable" methodology are as follows:
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(1) It should be simple to apply.

(2) It should produce repeatable results.

(3) It should not be sensitive to the scale of the system.

Additionally, nearly every criteria of a good performance measure

is applicable to a good methodology. The net result of these findings is

that an assumption of the existence of a single measure, applicable to all

systems at all phases of the life cycle is probably invalid--primarily

because of methodology constraints and opportunities posed by different levels

of system complexity, scale, and technological sophistication. It is not

at all inconveivable that each new system may require a unique variation in

service availability definition and application methodology. This is an

important conclusion and will receive full attention in the remaining tasks

of this program.

4. GENERAL COMMENTS REGARDING SERVICE AVAILABILITY

This section highlights certain findings relative to the concepts,

use, and measurement of service availability measures as derived from the

field contacts. Not all are uniquely relevant to the study-many are basic

suggestions for general consideration in the development of new AGT systems.

(1) As was discussed in the previous section, there is

general agreement on the concept of using passenger
delay (frequency and/or duration) as the service
parameter to be controlled. However, direct use of

a delay criterion is problematical.

(a) Existing transit systems do not have the data
collection and processing capability to measure
such performance.

(b) It is possible that such direct measurement
could be done with new, automated systems,

providing adequate data gathering and processing
capability is built in.

(c) Direct delay specifications pose a severe
problem of translation into system failures/restore
performance requirements. As indicated in the

Task 1 report, computer simulation of system

response to failure appears necessary. Using
simpler models poses questions of validity and
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scaling fidelity. If full simulations are
required to allocate reliability/maintainability
requirements, such simulation is only useful in

the context of a specific technological offering.
This poses severe costs on proposers for new
applications and proposal evaluators who must
judge the validity of the simulation. (Perhaps
generalized models such as are being developed
by the SOS contractor could help with the latter
problem but the cost element would still be present.)

(2) There is a feeling that vehicle-based measures would be
a reasonable and more tractable approach to performance
specification and measurement.

(3) Regardless of the specific measure selected, new ACT
systems should have provisions for collecting and
processing vehicle performance at a minimum and pos-
sibly passenger delay performance. This would provide
for the accumulation of a performance data base upon
which future service availability performance could
be based. It is significant that most existing AGT
systems have these data somewhere in the system
software with no ready means to process it into a

useful form. Additional software is required.

(4) There is general agreement that high service perform-
ance results from effective failure management systems
to minimize system restore times following a failure.

A significant part of low restoration time capability is

the ability to quickly identify the real cause of

the failure. New AGT systems should find it almost
axiomatic that built-in diagnostic capability will
be cost effective.

(5) Regardless of the precise form of the specifications
for a new AGT system, the intent of the specifications
should be clearly stated--perhaps with provision for

considering exception to the specification if it can
be shown that alternative values meet or exceed the

intent.

(6) There is a growing "system" orientation in the

transit industry. The groups contacted appear
to be comfortable with the concept of system-level
performance specifications.

(7) Allocation of the system-level performance require-
ments to subsystem requirements must be done by the

system designer.
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(8) All too often, transit system planning is performed
under the assumption of no failures, resulting in

network configuration, vehicle size, capacity, etc.

which are intolerant of failures. Rather than con-
duct these planning activities under the assumption
of success, they should be conducted under the
assumption of failure. Fault-tolerant designs and
high service availability must be integrated into

the system from its inception. It cannot be an
add-on item. It is of more than passing interest
that many other transit system features, such as

comfort, lighting, etc., could be treated as add-
on items but are treated very early in the planning
process

.

(9) Creating the image of a fault-free transit system
during planning and marshaling for bond-issue support
may be politically expedient but it serves to stim-
ulate over reaction when the real operating system
experiences the failures it undoubtedly will.

(10)

The myth of perfection must be abolished. Every
transit system must undergo a period of debugging
and improvement (a period of service availability
growth) . This must be recognized in the procurement
phase with provisions for a significant supplier
effort during this period.

As a final note, one of the most encouraging findings of the field

interviews was the spirit of cooperation exhibited by each of the contacts.

Each group contacted shared the desire for system-level performance specif-

ications and each exhibited not only concern from his own viewpoint but also

an appreciation for the viewpoint of other elements of the transit industry.
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APPENDIX

SUMMARY OF FIELD CONTACTS

This appendix briefly summarizes some of the information gathered

during the field contacts.

OTIS /TIP

Contact Date: February 28, 1977

Persons Involved: W. Womack, D. Wilson, D. Dreith

Otis is one of the three AGRT contractors for UMTA. They previously

had been involved in the dual-mode studies and the HPPRT program. In all of

these programs, they have worked with the concept of service availability.

In the AGRT program, they are using delay frequency and duration criteria

supplied by UMTA together with an availability assessment model developed by

Frank Smith and supplied by UMTA. This model uses Monte Carlo simulations

of a simple network to assess the delay potential for an average passenger,

given major subsystem failure rate as service restore time.

They are using their own analytic interpretation of the model as a

guide in allocating system requirements and subsystem requirements.

TTD would like specifications at a system level to afford them

maximum flexibility to capitalize on the particular strengths of their tech-

nology. They similarly support the need for built-in performance measure-

ment capabilities.

While the concept of system-level specifications was embraced, TTD

expressed great concern (seconded by other contacts) that a more important

issue is the value imposed. Because there are no current data on passenger

delay performance of existing systems, there is no benchmark to establish a

reasonable goal. An arbitrary setting of maximum allowable delay could lead

to feasibility problems. They suggested that market research needs to be

done to determine how the public views failure-induced delays and what their

tolerances might be.
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BOEING. KENT SPACE CENTER

Contact Date: March 1, 1977

Persons Involved: R. Tidball, V. Leiskow

Boeing is also an AGRT contractor using the service criteria and

assessment models supplied by UMTA. Concern was expressed over the scaling

fidelity of this simple model to a complex network. They expressed concern

that one could design to look "good" in the simple model but be "bad" in an

overall network situation. They are investigating this potential.

Boeing indicated that future ACT systems possess an inherent cap-

ability which is lacking in current systems, that being the capability to

automatically collect and process performance data--even to the level of

passenger delay. Any system-level performance specification should be

accompanied by a requirement to automatically collect measurement data.

Note: It is apparent that OTIS/TTD, Boeing, and presumably Rohr, in the
context of their AGRT contracts, are engaged in service availability
application methodology. Their experience in this activity should go
far in pinpointing the problems alluded to in Section 3.0 and possible
solutions

.

SEATTLE TACOMA AIRPORT. SATELLITE TRANSIT SYSTEM (STS)

Contact Date: March 1, 1977

Persons Involved: M. Bitts, J. Borkowski

Specifications for the STS were of three types.

MTBR/MTTR/availability requirements on 21 systems

Loop time of 5 minutes

Service from central terminal to satellites every 2 minutes.

Of these, the latter was taken as the most crucial. It became

apparent that adequate reliability of service to the satellites could not be

achieved with MTTR's as specified (on the order of minutes to hours). Con-

sequently, performance was improved primarily by decreasing MTTR. Currently,

the average time to restore service is 3 minutes. (They define a failure as

any service interruption which requires the dispatch of a service man. Time
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to restore service is measured from the onset of the disruption to the time

service is restored, either under automatic or manual control.)

The STS is in its "availability maintenance" phase, that is, its

failure performance has reached a steady-state condition and patterned failures

have been mostly eliminated (through design or preventive maintenance) . Cur-

rent efforts involve developing patterns of other failure modes to enable

them to be eliminated. This involves increasing knowledge of precise failure

causas factors. This same information is required to reduce downtime by

providing rapid diagnostics for the service man. To provide the capability,

STS is now building a Vehicle Data Acquisition System (VDAS)

.

BECHTEL CORPORATION

Contact Date; March 2, 1977

Person Involved: J. Williams

Bechtel has been active in the specification and design consultation

of major rail transit systems. It was part of a consortion for BART and is

currently working on MARTA and a new system for Caracas, Venezuela.

They have long been concerned about the faithfulness of specifica-

tions of the MTBR/MTTR type in representing the real service intent of the

transit system. While, in the past, these were derived from passenger ser-

vice considerations, this was not done in an explicit, rigorous manner.

Bechtel is attempting to define a useful service availability specification

and measurement procedure for use in the Caracas job. While not fully form-

ulated yet, their initial thinking is to use train headway variation induced

by failures as a measure. They would then allocate requirements to basic

systems for contract specifications. They have informally communicated with

potential bidders about the possible form of the specifications and have not

experienced any resistance.

Note: This cycle of pre-RFP discussions regarding the form and wording of

the specifications would appear to be very useful in circumventing
interpretation questions and problems during proposal preparation.
It should be considered whenever system-level specifications are
used, where even the work "system" is misinterpreted.
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BAY AREA RAPID TRANSIT (BART)

Contact Date: March 3, 1977

Person Involved: J. King

BART has an extensive data-gathering system on vehicle failures,

maintenance actions, and status. This is a real-time system and is of great

utility in assessing vehicle performance. BART is now using a trip schedule

adherence measure (percent of end-to-end trips completed within 5 percent of

scheduled run time) to measure performance. By correlating offsets with

specific failures, the "bad actors" can be identified, aiding in the alloca-

tion of scarce maintenance/operating funds.

It was pointed out that, if at all possible, ACT systems should be

designed, built, and operated as a series of separate systems, utilizing

passenger transfers to achieve origin-destination variations. Such separa-

tion of function minimizes the overall system impact of a single vehicle

failure. It was pointed out that the Oakland WYE is a constant trouble spot

because of the system implications of a failure at that point.

It was emphatically suggested that "no-transfer" policies for new

ACT systems be reevaluated to permit such separation of links. By allowing

convenient transfers, the overall system performance may be enhanced. (This

was also supported by most of the other contacts.)

DALLAS /FT. WORTH AIRPORT - AIRTRANS

Contact Date: March 4, 1977

Persons Involved: D. Ochsner, D. Elliot

The specifications for AIRTRANS were MTBF/MTTR at a major subsystem

level. There was no overall service goal (from a fault-tolerant standpoint)

nor a compliance demonstration procedure. A system simulation was performed

to determine required schedule frequencies and reliabilities which were then

measured for acceptance tests.

Currently, AIRTRANS has the capability of collecting vast quantities

of performance data and is doing so. There are no provisions for processing

these data into useful information, however.
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The failure patterns experienced by AIRTRANS were analyzed and

categorized into a few types. A subjective evaluation of the effects of

these failures in terms of delay/ inconvenience to the rider resulted in

weighting factors which are used to compute a daily figure of merit. This

method has been successful in tracking performance and reflecting the results

corrective action.

VOUGHT CORPORATION

Contact Date: March 4, 1977

Persons Involved: D. Benjamin, R. Raven, D. Randolph, W. Pitts,

C. Schultz, A. Songayllo

Like the other system suppliers contacted, Vought would like the

use of a system-level performance specification, subject to its ability to

be measured and predicted. Fairly lengthy discussions were held over applica-

tion methodology. These served a useful function of highlighting the problems,

if not the solutions.

Vought supported the thesis that the system supplier is not finished

at system delivery. A lengthy period of debugging and availability growth

ensues which must be accounted for in the procurement.

MORGANTOWN PRT

(Telephone discussion with Phil Morgan, UMTA)

The current performance measurement is service dependability which

is the series product of system availability, fleet availability, and trip

reliability. In the computation, only the link between Beechurst and Engi-

neering is counted. (This is rationalized because of the low passenger

volume on the Walnut Street link.) Thus, the "system" is a single link with

a station at either end. The simplicity of this system definition gives

meaning to the term "system availability". The system is considered avail-

able when service capability exists between these two stations and unavail-

able when service is interrupted.
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In the expanded system, however, system availability becomes obscure.

A failure in one link will not shut the entire system down. Service will

still be available on other links. As a result, Boeing has proposed that

system availability be defined as the weight sum of link availabilities where

the weighting factor reflects the expected link trip volume to the overall

system trip volume.

Other factors in the dependability calculation will remain the

same. There will be a change, however, in the base against which fleet

availability is computed. Currently, the base for this calculation is the

number of vehicles required to meet capacity demands. These are defined from

a table and reflect the demands expected during initial system planning. The

new base will be the number of vehicles procured with a target goal of having

85 percent of these in operable condition at any point in time.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS, SYMBOLS, AND SPECIAL TERMS

a - Dummy variable computed to simplify station delay calculation
in short-cut method

X - Failure rate, number of failures divided by operating time

A6T - Automated guideway transit

Buyer - General term designating procurement and operating agency,
including consultants in support of such agencies

CH - Cushion Headway, difference between normal time spacing of
vehicles and minimum spacing allowed by safety and/or
operating constraints

C -

V
Vehicle capacity

D - Cumulative delay incurred by delayed passengers due to a failure
or combination of failures

D* - Cumulative delay incurred by delayed passengers due to a

unit failure

D - Average delay per delayed passenger

D -
V

Average delay per delayed vehicle

DPM - Downtown people mover

DR - Total system demand rate. Passenger trips per unit time

- Average excess capacity available at any given station to

dissipate queues subsequent to a failure

EC -
n

Normal excess capacity. Available system capacity in excess
of that required to meet passenger demands during normal
(unfailed) operation

ED - Expected delay, average delay on an average trip

FMDEA - Failure mode and delay effect analysis

LF - Load factor. Measure of vehicle utilization equal to number
of passengers on board divided by vehicle capacity

LOS - Level of service

LR - Link flow rate, passengers per unit time traversing link

MTBF - (Mean-Time-Between Failure). Measure of failure frequency
equal to the operating time divided by number of failures
observed
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MTTR - (Mean-Time-To-Restore) . Measure of maintainability, in this

report, MTTR is the mean duration of a failure

- Number of vehicles operable during a failure

- Number of vehicles normally in operation

N - Number of vehicles operating during service restoration
^

subsequent to a failure. Applicable if excess capacity
is derived from inserting extra vehicles into the system

N - Number of vehicles stopped due to failure in system which permit
headway closure

PD - Number of passengers delayed due to a failure or combination
of failures

PD* - Number of passengers delayed due to a unit failure

Pr - Probability of delay, likelihood of experiencing a failure
d induced delay on an average trip

RFP - Request for proposal

SAM - Service availability measure

Service
Availa-
bility

SRT

Suppl ier

Impingement of system failures on transportation service
as perceived by passenger

Service restore time. Time interval following TTR required to

dissipate station queues to normal values

General term designating manufacturers, contractors, consultants,

etc., engaged in design, construction, manufacture of AGT systems

TT - En route time for average trip

TTR - Time to restore for a specific failure

TTR - Mean time to restore

TTR - Quadratic mean time to restore (RMS value of all TTR values)

- Vehicle velocity during a failure

- Normal vehicle velocity (average)

V - Vehicle veloci ty during service restoration. Applicable if
^

excess capacity is derived from increasing vehicle speed

(average)
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1 . INTRODUCTION

For some time, there has been considerable concern over the defini

tion, measurement, and specification of a transportation system's effective-

ness for providing service to its passengers in the face of the failure char

acteristics and consequences inherent in the design and operation of that

system. Trip reliability, schedule adherence, compactness of trip-time

distribution, average delay, expected delay, equipment availability, depend-

ability, etc.; all have been and are being used in one form or another to

describe this effectiveness measure. No standard approaches exist; no stand

ard terminology exists; and no standard methodological framework exists for

establishing performance goals and controlling system design and operational

parameters pursuant to these goals.

Accordingly, this study (a part of UMTA's Automated Guideway

Transit Technology program) is aimed at developing a set of measures for

"service availability" which will be meaningful, understandable, and accept-

able to transit operators, suppliers, and interest Government agencies.

Service availability is defined in a generic sense as a measure of the

impingement of equipment failures on the operation of a transit system as

perceived by the system users and operators.

Task 1 of this study consisted of an in-depth review of existing

literature dealing directly or indirectly with the generic subject of

service availability. Specifically sought were definitions, use, methods

of measurement, models, and concepts as treated in the literature. The

results of this effort were reported in the First Interim Report. Task

2 carried this information-gathering activity to the transit industry to

gain the benefit of their experience in the use of service availability

measures. Specifically sought were "real-world" insight into
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Service availability cpncepts/definitions

Use of service availability measures in various phases
of a transit system's life cycle

Factors influencing service availability and its use

Characteristics of a "good" measure of service avail-
ability

Criteria by which alternative measures can be evaluated.

The results of this activity were reported in the Second Interim
Report.

The original program schedule called for the sequential performance

of a task of selection of appropriate service availability measures and a

task to develop and demonstrate the methodology for utilizing those measures.

An important conclusion of Task 2 was that such separation cannot be made.

Perhaps the most important criterion for a good measure is the existence of

a simple, understandable, and usable methodology for its use. Hence, these

tasks were combined and their results are reported in this document.

1 . 1 Task Objectives

The objectives of Tasks 3 and 4 were to

(1) Select an appropriate measure or measures of service
avail abi.l i ty according to the criteria defined in

Task 2, and

(2) To demonstrate the use of such a measure or measures

via a handbook-like document.

During Task 2, several insights were gained which complicated the

anticipated procedures for reaching these objectives. Additionally, and

mere importantly, the discussions with field representatives caused real

concern over the likelihood of success of achieving these objectives.

Briefly summarizing, all field representatives , regardless of their positions

relative to the various phases of a transit system's life cycle, felt that

the only performance measure of concern was one which treated passenger

delay potential --ei ther frequency, duration, or both. Equally emphatic was

the belief that utilizing such a measure was as problematical as to become

impractical. Therefore, what is desired is a hardware performance measure.
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with a direct relationship with the parameters designers and operators can

manipulate and which is a faithful representation or proxy for passenger

delay propensity.

It was recognized that numerous measures and/or models exist which

claim to accomplish this. In this regard, concern was expressed with respect

to both the validity of these models and their utility in a real-world ser-

vice availability control process.

1 . 2 Task Procedure

To respond to the concerns expressed by the transit industry, the

initial activities of the task shifted from the relatively simple procedure

of evaluating existing measures of service availability to a more fundamental

investigation of the service availability control process. This was required

for several reasons.

(1) To gain a full appreciation of the concern
expressed by the transit industry

(2) To define the service availability control
points and the role of service availability
measures (SAMs) at these points

(3) To determine the real problem focus with
respect to SAMs and their utilization

(4) To direct the derivation of a responsive
sol ution

.

A pragmatic inductive approach was selected. Simple transportation

systems were assumed to permit deterministic manual simulation to define the

parameters which influence passenger delay. By varying these parameters and

assessing their impact on delay propensity, correlations were detected between

passenger delay characteristics and system failure characteristics. Various

hypotheses were developed and tested in other more complicated, assumed sys-

tems to determine validity, limits of applicability, and degree of generality.

Throughout this process, various postures were adopted to represent the spec-

ification of performance as might occur in the system planning/procurement

phase, the translation of these specifications into hardware requirements

into performance monitoring options during the system operational phase.
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It should be emphasized that while the example systems utilized

were assumed, they were not taken to be unrealistic. In general, the

examples consisted of loops, shuttles, and parallel guideways. Trips were

assigned to these systems along fixed routes. Failure consequences of full

and partial shutdown were considered. It is believed that the systems uti-

lized exemplify most systems in existence today. They do not represent the

network concepts which operate entirely in a probabilistic manner in terms

of route selection and vehicle dispatch options. For these systems, assess-

ing normal operations requires computer simulation. It is clear that pre-

dicting service availability will similarly require sophisticated simulation

approaches. While the approach described in the report employs manual mod-

eling and analysis, it is obvious that a computer could be used to do the

same tasks.

1.3 Organization of the Document

The major findings of these task activities are presented in

Section 2.0. Section 3.0 discusses the basic task activities, and provides

the rationale and derivation of the concept presented in Sections 4.0 and

5.0. Two appendices support Section 3.0. Sections 4.0 through 6.0, as a

set, constitute a guideline manual for controlling service availability of

AGT system. Section 4.0 describes the control process; 5.0 describes the

methodology for relating passenger delay potential and system failure char-

acteristics as required by the control process; and Section 6.0 presents an

in-depth example of the principles of 4.0 and 5.0. The reader who is famil-

iar with these guidelines who wishes to explore the derivation will need to

refer only to Section 3.0 and the two appendices.
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2 . RESEARCH FINDINGS

While the objectives of this research may have inferred the exist-

ence of a few selected measures which could be universally applied to transit

systems, thereby standardizing the specification and control of transit sys-

tem failure characteristics, this was by no means presumed. The general

result of this research is that such a measure does not exist except at the

passenger perception level itself. Translation of criteria imposed at this

level into design and operating controls becomes unique to the system of

concern--these must be derived for each application. Recognizing this shifts

the problem emphasis from particular alternative measures to one of proce-

dures for their development and use. Approaches for handling this latter

problem in the form of guidelines constitutes the major result of this

research. These guidelines constitute Sections 4.0 through 6.0 of the

report.

The following specific findings support these guidelines:

(1) While it is generally conceded that passenger percep-
tion of the impact of off-normal performance on trans-
portation service is not adequately understood, there

is general agreement within the transit industry that

this perception is influenced by two parameters.

(a) The frequency of delay events experienced by the

passenger

(b) The duration of these events, individually and

col 1 ectively.

Therefore, controls imposed on the failure character-

istics of a transit system should be related to values

imposed on these two parameters. Similarly, measure-
ments of operating performance should be relatable to

these parameters.

(2) Over the life cycle of a transit system, three generic

service availability measures (SAMs) are utilized.

(a) The first SAM deals directly with the delay

parameters in terms of allowable values for

individual passenger exposure to delays in

terms of frequency and duration. This is

termed SAM 1 and constitutes the basic design

and operational criteria.
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(b) The second translates SAM 1 into allowable
failure characteristics of a specific system
alternative to be used to control the design/
manufacture/delivery of the transit system.
This is termed SAM 2 in this report.

(c) The last SAM relates SAM 1 and SAM 2 to off-
normal performance characteristics which can
be measured for controlling service avail-
ability during the operating life of the
system.

(3) The propensity of a failure to induce delays is depend-
ent on the specific nature of the transit system being
analyzed. This relationship is complex and influenced
by many system and application-specific variables.

(4) Because this relationship between failure character-
istics and delay results is system specific, measures
for controlling these failure characteristics must be

system specific and must be derived for each system
application. Thus, there is no general relationship
or proxy measure which can be considered applicable
across different transit systems. Such comparisons
can only be made in terms of SAM 1 and these are only
approximate because SAM 1, itself, is application
speci fic

.

(5) The relationship between system failure characteristics,
off-normal performance, and delay parameters requires
an acute understanding of system failure dynamics and

the corresponding passenger dynamics. In a general

sense, such an understanding can only be developed
through, system simulation technicjues. For systems

which are characterized by randomness, in route,
schedule, origin-destination pattern, etc.; computer
simulation will be required. For simpler systems,
however, useful approximations of expected performance
can be developed by manual techniques. These are dealt

with in this report.
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3. THE SERVICE AVAILABILITY CONTROL PROBLEM

The intent of the transit industry is to facilitate the transporta-

tion of people by providing services which are attractive to potential pas-

sengers. Within the context of service availability, this implies a provi-

sion of service sufficiently free of failure-induced interruption such that

passenger perceived service does not degrade below some acceptable level.

Having established parameters and values which describe acceptable levels of

passenger perceived service, it is the role of the transit industry to con-

trol these parameters. It is the role of service availability measures to

direct these control actions and to gage their effectiveness.

3.1 Service Availabil ity--User Perspective

As defined in Section 1.0, service availability in its generic form

is a measure of the impingement of failures on the transportation service pro-

vided by a transit system as viewed by the users of that system. In other

words, service availability, as a measure of transit system performance, seeks

to relate the failure characteristics of a transit system to some service

parameter or group of parameters to which a passenger associates with service

goodness (or badness). From the system operating standpoint, system failures

evidence themselves as temporary losses in ability to transport passengers

in the normal manner. To the passenger, this off-normal performance fosters

a lack of confidence in the system's ability to perform in the "normal"

manner; a lack of service predictability which is necessary to comfortably

utilize the services provided.

The actual parameters of service degradation to which a passenger

relates have not been absolutely defined. A passenger's perception of

reliable, predictable service may take many forms, examples are:

Reliability of destination achievement
Waiting time
In-transit delays
Missed connections
Seat availabil ity
Trip-time variance
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To this list might be added effects of failure such as perceived

safety, congestion, comfort, and other parameters which are equally nebulous.

Literally, pages could be filled with alternate expressions which have been

used at one time or another to describe the passenger perceived impact of

system failures. The only useful point which would be served, however, would

be to further underscore the fact that passenger attitudes with respect to

system failures and their effects are not completely understood.

In view of the fact that the transit community (including planners,

designers, A/E firms, operators, etc.) does not fully comprehend how the

passenger "measures" the impact of failures; and In view of the fact that

such knowledge is necessary to establish the dimensions by which failure

characteristics must be measured, it becomes necessary to assume this passen-

ger measure. In this regard, the concensus opinion of the transit industry

is that passengers respond negatively to trip delays --in terms of both fre-

quency and duration . While this is an assumption, it is quite reasonable and

affords the translation of many attitudes into theoretical ly measurable quan-

tities. Accepting the thesis, however, does not imply a concensus of how

these parameters are viewed in a passenger's assessment of performance.

Simply, the levels of delay frequency and/or duration which are considered to

constitute bad performance do not enjoy a concensus opinion within the

transit industry. Figure 3-1 illustrates examples of the types of theories

proposed.

In general, the curves depicted in this figure illustrate an in-

creasing level of annoyance as the delay duration increases. Curve I illus-

trates a linear relationship which implies that a passenger views a single

delay of two units exactly as he would two delays of one unit each.

Curve II illustrates the theory that passengers are insensitive to

"short" delays. Hence, one is concerned only with delay events which are

longer than some predetermined"tolerable" level. This theory sounds plau-

sible, but introduces the problem of defining a "tolerable" delay. While

there is agreement that the tolerable delay is a function of trip parameters

such as trip type, purpose, and normal travel time, there is no general

agreement as to the value to be applied.
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FIGURE 3-1. alternate THEORIES OF PASSENGER
PERCEPTION OF TRIP DELAYS
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Curve III represents the theory that a passenger's annoyance factor

increases at a rate greater than the increase in delay duration. A delay of

two units is more than twice as bad as a delay of one unit. Using this

theory, one has to weight faulure occurrences by their duration to gain an

overall performance measure. This theory is also plausible. We can all

relate to instances where this type of response was present.

Curve IV illustrates an opposite v1ewpo1nt--a theory which says a

delay event causes an initial surge of annoyance, the rate of which diminishes

as the delay duration decreases. Like the previous theories, this too is

plausible. A passenger subjected to a delay initially does not know if it

will be long or short and his annoyance sensors may always be tuned to expect

the worst. Again, we can relate to the feeling from our own experience.

Curve V represents a theory which can be like any of the previous

ones except that it assumes that passengers do not evaluate delays in a con-

tinuous fashion. Rather, they are insensitive to delay duration over selected

ranges. For example, a three-minute delay might be viewed with the same

annoyance as a five-minute delay; or a twenty- five-minute delay may be con-

sidered equivalent to a thirty-minute delay. Again, this is a plausible

theory; one which we can support as the basis of our own experience.

From these theories, we can see that the limits of tolerable delay

can take many forms and values. In addition to these variations, the loca-

tion and type of delay are also considered influential in a passenger's per-

ception of service. Typically, passengers can experience delays induced by

system failures in one of two ways.

(1) By being aboard a vehicle which is stopped or

slowed due to a failure

(2) By being denied normal access to the transit system

at a station due to a failure.

If one considers that passengers perceive only the excess trip time

resulting from delays, the above distinctions are not significant. If, how-

ever, stations are exposed to severe weather conditions, one might well

"weight" station delays higher than en-route delays.

Alternatively, station delays afford the passenger an option of

aborting the trip, an option which does not exist if the passengers are
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delayed en route. Hence, one might choose to attach a premium to these

latter delays. Significance may also be attached to the

type of en-route delay encountered. Failures which require passengers to

stop may be perceived different from those which merely reduce vehicle

velocity--particularly if the system uses tunnels or elevated structures.

Hence, it can be seen that "delay", as a measure of passenger

perceived service, can take many forms and values. This consideration

drives the necessary conclusion that a service availability control process

must be capable of functioning within these variations.

3.2 The Conceptual Service Availability
Control Process

Figure 3-2 illustrates the conceptual process of controlling service

availability, beginning with the delay theories discussed in Section 3.1 and

concluding with an operating system. As indicated in this figure, passenger

delay parameters are not controllable in a direct sense. They can only be

controlled indirectly by manipulating certain system design and operating

variables. These are termed "primary" controls and the exercise of these

controls is highlighted by a primary control envelope in Figure 3-2.

During the preoperational phase of a transit system's life, the

signal driving these primary control actions is derived by comparing the pre-

dicted off-normal performance of a system design alternative, with its ex-

pected failure characteristics and assumed operating characteristics, with

criteria established by SAM 1 through the transfer function f^. This transfer

function has special significance--this being its role in relating system off-

normal performance and passenger delays induced by the off-normal performance.

Hence, with an input consisting of allowable delay characteristics , exercise

of this function results in allowable off-normal performance characteristics

which form the hardware-oriented criteria for system design.

In terms of service availability measures, the input criteria to

f^ is termed SAM 1. SAM 1 is itself derived from interpretation of good

service as perceived by the passenger. This SAM has units of delay; e.g.,

frequency and/or duration, and values consistent with the level of control

desired. The output of f^ is termed SAM 2. This measure is in terms of
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system off-normal performance variables with allowable values consistent

with the level of control established by SAM 1. During system design and

manufacture (f^) and the tests and evaluations performed on the finished

system, SAM 2 is the reference point for acceptable performance.

During the operating phase of the transit system's life, the primary

controls are still system design and operation oriented. However, the em-

phasis is placed on manipulating operating variables (f^). The output of

f^ is the actual off-normal performance of the operating system. SAM 2

would be the reference point. The transfer function f^ represents the

interaction of this off-normal performance with the actual passenger trip

demands and origin-destination patterns, resulting in actual passenger delay

characteristics; hence, SAM 1 would be the point of reference for acceptable

performance.

No standard scale exists to properly assess all of these possible

situations to derive the appropriate treatment of delays in any given situa-

tion. Therefore, establishing the precise delay definition and allowable

values for service availability control is a judgment call by the system

buyer--consistent with his desires and goals relative to his specific

application. This is not a trivial determination, however.

System cost can be influenced in a significant way by the precise

delay parameters and values established as SAM 1. Hence, in establishing

these criteria, sufficient insight into the implications for design, opera-

tion, and ultimately cost. Such insights may well serve to modify the

criteria to a more realistic and acceptable value.

The formulation of SAM 1 can involve as many variables and

theories as discussed in Section 3.1. For example, SAM 1 may be expressed

as

Probability of incurring a delay on an average
tri p

Probability of incurring a station delay

Probability of incurring an en route delay

Probability of incurring an en route stoppage
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Average delay associated with the above delays

Average delay encountered on average trip

Cumulative number of delays expected for an average
passenger over some period of time

Cumulative delay experienced by an average passenger
over some period of time

Exclusive combination of the above.

Because of its role as the control signal to drive the design of

the transit system, SAM 2 must reflect the variables which can be controlled

in the process: failure types, failure frequency, failure duration, etc.

SAM 2 establishes controls for all system off-normal performance parameters

which influence passenger delays. In this context, the analysis function,

f^ in Figure 3-2, takes on a special role; that of quantitatively relating the

off-normal performance parameters to passenger delays to establish the appro-

priate control levels to be imposed. As will be discussed in later sections,

the methodology to do this is a key element in not only establishing SAM 2,

but also exercising the entire control process.

During system operation, controls are exerted on the operational

aspects of the system (e.g., maintenance, failure management, etc.) and on

design variables (e.g. retrofit procedures) to maintain or enhance actual

delivered performance. As indicated in Figure 3-2, the feedback information

to direct appropriate operational control actions can be obtained by SAM 3

which can take two forms.

(1) Off-normal performance measurements in the form of

SAM 2. Measures of this form can be compared with

the criteria of SAM 2 (established during the pre-

operational phase) provide the necessary error signal

to drive appropriate control actions. These actions

may involve changes in operating procedures (e.g.,

changing maintenance procedures) or design (e.g.,

retrofitting failure diagnositic equipment or remote

resettable failure correction). The assumption with

this approach is that SAM 2, as previously established,

represents "good" performance and that actual off-normal

performance consistent with SAM 2 will result in accept-

able passenger delay performance. However, SAM 2, of

necessity, is derived based on certain assumptions.

A particularly significant assumption (as will be

discussed later in this report) involves the passenger

travel demands and the origin-destination mix antic-

ipated. Hence, SAM 2, as derived to control the

design process, repr’esents good expected passenger
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delay performance in actual operation only if the

actual passenger demands match those assumed during
the exercise of f^.

(2) Actual passenger delays directly in the form of SAM 1

for comparison to the criteria established by SAM 1.

Such a measure circumvents the assumption problems of

(1) above. However, to translate "bad" performance

into appropriate control actions, the relationship
between delays and system off-normal performance must
be established. If this, relationship is assumed to

be fp, as derived during the design phase, the same
correlation problems exist. Furthermore, measuring
actual passenger delays is a problem. In
new AGT systems, mechanisms could be incorporated
into station equipment to measure passengers delayed
en route. Measurement of passenger delays at stations
are, however, difficult and, if possible at all, would
require special techniques.

Alternatives exist to circumvent problems arising from both of the

above measures. First, the actual transport demands experienced in operation

could be ascertained and a "new" SAM 2 could be derived as a standard for

comparison. A1 ternatively, measures could be taken of the off-normal per-

formance and compared with periodic measures of passenger delays (by survey

or sampling techniques, e.g.) to establish a relationship between passenger

delay and system off-normal performance. In either case, the net result is

a recalibration of SAM 2 for use in evaluating system performance.

In summary, exercising control of service availability over the

life of a transit system requires translations of passenger-perceived ser-

vice characteristics into a meaningful form to interface system design char-

acteristics and operating variabl es--the two system aspects which can be con-

trolled. While, in any specific transit system evolution, many translations

and SAMs may be used, generically three are required.

(1) SAM 1 - This represents the buyers judgmental
interpretation of passenger-perceived attributes
of good service. It consists of delay parameters
and is the general performance goals from which

other SAMs are derived.

(2) SAM 2 - This measure is an equipment-related
measure, defining the units of off-normal per-

formance and associated values as derived from

the criteria established by SAM 1. SAM 2 is

the criteria by which system performance in an

as-designed conditian will be evaluated. The
form of SAM 2 is variable, being a function of
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the particular off-normal performance character-

istics of a particular transit system. In general,

however, SAMs in this category should be functions

of system failures and restore characteristics.

(3) SAM 3 - This measure may be in the form of SAM 1

or SAM 2, depending on data-coll ection abilities.

More important than the specific form is the

interpretation of the values measured. Deter-

mination of "good" performance may be assumed

on the basis of comparison to the criteria of

SAM 1 or SAM 2 if the system characteristics

assumed during the preoperational phase are

replicated in actual operation. If not, the

operator must establish new criteria, but need

not redefine the model used.

Figure 3-2 was constructed to be logical representation of the con-

trol actions required to effectively control service availability throughout

the life cycle of a transit system. The thrust of the figure, as well as the

previous discussion, has been on control signals, not control actions. It

is assumed that various parties exercising a particular control can manage

the resources at their disposal if the appropriate criteria of evaluation

are made available to them. While the control process shown in Figure 3-2 is

represented as a conceptual framework, it is not considered to be only theo-

retical. Quite the opposite, each step depicted must be carried out. Indeed,

these have been carried out in the past although, in many instances, not

explicitly. A major conceptual aspect of Figure 3-2 is the explicit recogni-

tion that SAMs can be derived from one another and, if done properly, can

replace one another, as appropriate, to the particular control action being

taken. The key element in this process is the derivation of SAM 2. SAM 2

must be derived from a proper comprehension of the failure characteristics of

the system and the delay impacts of these failure characteristics. It is

understandable that most of the effort in the service availability area has

been directed toward defining SAM 2 and the analytic models for deriving

SAM 2. In this program, this also emerges as the problem focus.

3.3 Assessment of Existing Service

Availability Measures

During Task 1 of this program, numerous measures and analytic

models for assessing service availability were identified. These measures,
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as indicated by their form, consist of system failure characteristics, com-

bined in such a way as to compute a value which is interpreted in terms of

some passenger delay parameter (generally a probability formulation). Osten-

sibly, they fulfill the requirement of relating system off-normal performance

and passenger delay. The project intent was to define a set of criteria

(during Task 2) by which these measures could be evaluated--to judge their

applicability and utility as effective service availability control param-

eters. However, all of the criteria generated address, implicitly or

explicitly, two major underlying concerns.

(1) Do these models and measures really represent the
relationship between passenger delays and system
off-normal performance?

(2) Do these models and measures lend themselves to

reasonable and understandable techniques for ana-
lytic determination and/or measurement?

Therefore, to properly assess existing SAMs, it was necessary to

derive an understanding of the dynamics of failure-induced passenger delays

in simple example transport situations where passenger delays could be easily

visualized. This understanding provides certain "baseline data" which should

be replicated by a valid service availability measure. Furthermore, and more

importantly, in the eventuality that no existing measures survived this test,

this understanding provides the basis for taking remedial action.

Appendix A discusses this activity in detail. The important find-

ings of this activity are discussed in the following paragraphs.

The delay environment to which a passenger is exposed can be

illustrated by a simple scenario. During normal operations, passengers enter

stations in some random fashion and are transported to their destination

according to the service schedule of the system. This demand and supply

process constitutes the expected performance as viewed by the passenger.

If the systems were to experience a complete shutdown, all passengers en

route at the time of the failure would be stopped, for the duration of the

failure. Additionally, all passengers entering the stations would be denied

service. At a minimum, this service denial would exist for the duration of

the failure. However, even after the equipment elements of the system have

been restored to normal operating conditions, passenger delays may continue
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to accrue at stations until the delayed passenger queues are completely dis-

sipated. Hence, station delays accrue during the time to restore equipment

to normal operation (TTR) and during the time required to dissipate the

queues which developed during TTR. This latter time is termed SRT to denote

"service restore time".

By generalizing this simple scenario, as developed in Appendix A,

the system parameters which influence passenger delays were determined to be

(1) Failure type - classified by the effect of the
failure on the ability of the system to deliver
required capacity in the vicinity of the failure.
Three general types are considered: (a) failures
which result in a blockage, (b) failures which
result in operations at velocities less than the
normal velocity, and (c) failures which result in
operations with less than the required number of
vehicl es

.

(2) Failure rate - the expected number of failures in

some unit of time.

(3) Failure duration - the time duri ng which the failed
state exists.

(4) Failure location - the location of the failure
relative to the general system configuration. This
is important where failure tolerance is provided.

(5) System failure tolerance - the ability of the

system to limit the impact of certain failure
situations by bypassing or otherwise disconnecting
the failure affected area. This feature determines
the extent to which a specific failure disturbs
total system performance.

(6) Passenger trip demands - in terms of the quantity
of trips requests per unit time.

(7) Trip origin-destination patterns.

(8) System capacity - more appropriately, excess capacity
to recover from failure.

(9) Options for introducing additional capacity to

recover from a failure.

(10)

Time of failure - this is not a primary variable but

one where impact is reflected in all those above
which are functions of time.
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To be valid, a service availability measure must be sensitive to variations

in these system parameters.

Based on these insights, the following observations emerge with

respect to existing service availability measures:

(1) Existing measures reflect equipment performance
and neglect the secondary effect of average queue
dynamics

.

(2) Because of this, existing analytic measures are
not useful predictors of delay performance.

(3) Irrespective of (2), however, existing measures
can be useful in monitoring roles, in a qualitative
sense, because the system parameters which control
the transfer function between system downtime char-
acteristics and passenger delay characteristics can

be assumed fixed.

(4) It would appear that analytic measures can be quanti-
tatively useful within the context of a specific
system, either in a predictive or monitoring role,
if they were properly calibrated by a relationship
between system downtime characteristics and passenger
delay dynamics. Establishing such a calibration
factor is not a straightforward process.

(5) Analytic models may be quantitatively accurate in a

predictive or monitoring sense without the calibra-
tion referred to in (4) if the system capacity is

inherently very large compared to the demands.
(Station queues would be dissipated by the first
vehicle following a failure, SRT ^ O) . However,
such a simplification should result from appropriate
analyses and not be presumed a priori.

These conclusions are, however, secondary to a more significant

conclusion. It is obvious that the values of the previously listed delay-

influencing variables will be unique to a specific system in a specific

application. It follows that an appropriate measure to direct the control

of these variables will also be system and application specific. Hence, no

single measure can be applied to different systems vying for a specific

application or to a specific system vying for different applications. The

parameters of the appropriate service availability measure may be similar

(e.g., system and/or major subsystem failure rates and associated values for

TTR); however, the allowable values for these parameters will be different.
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As a result of this finding, the problem focus shifted away from

attempting to find or define a universal measure to one of developing a

methodology to derive the appropriate measure within the context of a given

transport situation.

3.4 Development of a Methodology for
Relating Passenger Delay Potential and

System Failure Characteristics

As implied by the list of system variables which can influence the

delays experienced by passengers, the delay mechanism is very complex. In a

general sense, the evaluation of each of these variables on system perform-

ance requires some form of simulation; that is, some method of imposing

failures on a normally operating system and "counting" the passenger delay

Impacts which result. By doing this, a sufficient number of times to effec-

tively cover the range of system variables proposed, allowable values for

these variables can be derived in response to a given passenger delay crite-

rion. For complex systems, computer simulation techniques are mandatory.

For "simple" systems,, however, where normal operation can be "visualized",

manual techniques can be used. These simple systems consist of shuttle

loops, line-haul systems, connected loops, and similar types of transit

systems. It is significant that the current operational AGT systems fit

this category. Furthermore, it is likely that the near future system (the

Downtowm People Mover Systems) will fit this category.

This process and the resulting methodology are described in Appen-

dix B. Briefly, the methodology involves the determination of passenger

delay response to a "unit failure" which is a failure which completely stops

the system for some arbitrary time period. This response effectively estab-

lishes a relationship among system downtime, passenger demands, origin-

destination patterns, and excess capacity. Extrapolating this response to

expected failure types, frequency, duration, and extent is accomplished by

scaling procedures.

Because a given delay criterion can be met with a number of com-

binations of system parameters, the methodology developed in this program is

appropriate as an evaluation tool: given a set of system failure character-
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istics and other delay influencing parameters, the expected delay character

istics can be derived. It is within this context that the methodology is

presented. 4.

SERVICE AVAILABILITY CONTROL PROCESS
5.

METHODOLOGY FOR RELATING SYSTEM FAILURE CHARACTERISTICS
AND PASSENGER DELAY CRITERIA

6.

AN APPLICATION EXAMPLE

As indicated previously, these three sections, as a set, constitute

the guidelines for controlling AGT system service availability. When sub-

mitted as an interim report, this Task 3 and 4 report contained these sec-

tions. However, in the Final Report, these have been compiled separately as

Volume III - Application Guideline Manual, and, hence, are not duplicated

here.
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APPENDIX A

ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING SERVICE
AVAILABILITY MEASURES

As indicated in Section 3. , the definition of SAMS is most problem-

atical when making the transition between off-normal performance and passenger

delay parameters. This requires an understanding of the relationship between

off-normal performance characteristics and their propensity to induce delays

—

in terms of frequency and duration. It is this single relationship which has

received most of the attention in service availability discussions and

activities. In Reference 1, numerous SAMs were identified. Extracting from

this source, three types of measures were identified.

Type I. Measures of the classical availability form

Availability
Successful time

Total operating time

where the elements of the fraction may be expressed
in terms of system hours, vehicle hours, or passenger
hours

.

Intended Meaning: Likelihood of being in a successful state of

any random time during use.

Type II. Measures of the classical dependability form

Dependability = probability of success

= availability x reliability

successful trips ,

total trips
where the elements are generally computed on a per trip

basis for either vehicles or passengers.

Intended Meaning: Likelihood of not incurring a delay during a

given period of use (generally one trip)

.

Type III. Measures of the expected delay form

Expected delay = probability of delay x avg. duration

of delay,

where the elements are generally computed on a passenger
trip or vehicle-trip basis.

Intended Meaning: Average delay of a passenger on a typical trip.
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As the term "availability" implies. Type I measures indicate the

proportion of time in which a system (a subsystem) is operating in an un-

failed state. Availability expressions are used as a proxy for the likeli-

hood of a passenger not experiencing a delay in assessing the system or

subsystem being analyzed. The classical form of the availability expression

is

MTBF
MTBF + MTTR ’ (A-1)

where A = Availability of system or subsystem being investigated,

MTBF = Mean time between failure - the average time, measured in
terms of successful operating hours, between failure
occurrence,

and MTTR = Mean time to restore, the average time to restore the system
or subsystem to operating condition.

The most general use of such measures in assessing delay impact is

to calculate availability at the system level; the results of which are

assumed to represent the probability of a passenger not experiencing a delay

at a station due to a system failure.

Type I measures do not indicate delay propensity once a passenger

is using the system. These are rather determined by the reliability of the

system.

R = ->T
e

y (A-2)

where R = System reliability - probability that the system will remain
in an operational state for a time T,

T = Time over which R is calculated,

and = Failure rate - the reciprocal of MTBF.

By establishing T as the trip time for a typical passenger and ^
as the failure rate of the systems/subsystems utilized by this typical

passenger. Equation (A-2) represents the probability of this typical passen-

ger not experiencing a failure (and a resulting delay) en route.

Type II measures combine the station delay and en route delay char-

acteristics into a single measure called trip dependability. The assumption

used in this combination is that a passenger will not experience two failures

during any given trip; hence, he will be delayed by either at the station or

en route, but not both. Under this assumption, the classical dependability

measure is
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D = A • R (A-3)

where D - Trip dependability,

A = System availability as defined in Equation (A-1)

,

and R = System reliability as defined in Equation (A-2)

.

Types I and II measures address probability of success; that is,

probability of experiencing failure. The probabilities of delay can be

developed by subtracting the above measures from unity.

^d/s
^ ^ ’

where Probability of delay at station

and A = System availability as defined in Equation (A-1).

^At = 1 - R
d/er

where P ~ System reliability as defined in Equation (A-2).

P
d

1 - D
,

where P^ = Probability of delay at station or en route

and D = Trip dependability as defined in Equation (A-3)

.

(A-4)

(A-5)

(A-6)

Type III measures are tantamount to "risk" measures utilized fre-

quently in safety assessment activities in that they comprehend not only the

likelihood of experiencing a delay but also the consequences of a delay, if

encountered, in terms of its duration.

As discussed in Reference 1, many formulations exist within each

of these type categories. Each specific formulation reflects some particular

characteristic of the system being analyzed or, perhaps, varying degrees of

detail in the analysis. Regardless of the specific form of these expressions,

they all have a common intent: to be a representative "model" relating sys-

tem off-normal performance characteristics to passenger delay parameters.

Initially, it was the intent of this project to define a list of criteria by

which the various measures and models could be evaluated. Reference 2 con-

tains this list. Ten criteria were offered as determinants of a "good" ser-

vice availability measure.
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(1) It should reflect passenger perception of service.

(2) It should reflect the performance of elements of a

transit system over which the operator can exert
control.

(3) It should be capable of measuring improvement in

performance due to operator control action.

(4) It should lead to clear, unambiguous performance
specifications which can be directly treated in the

design and manufacture of a transit system. By the

same token, it must be measurable with reasonable
data collection efforts, free of. ambiguity, during
tests and revenue service.

(5) It should reflect system performance goals rather

than subsystem requirements so as not to unnecessarily
constrain the suppliers.

(6) Like (2) above, it should relate to the elements

over which design control can be exerted (nominally,

the failure characteristics of and restore strategies

of the technology being proposed and/or constructed).

(7) It should be sensitive to small changes in design

and/or operational parameters.

(8) It should have technical validity.

(9) It should be independent of any specific technology.

If specifications are the result of allocating system

level goals, this allocation should not favor one

technology over another.

(10)

It must be an effective communication tool among all

elements of the transit industry.

It was anticipated that these criteria would be developed into

independent, scalar measures against which all conceivable SAMs could be

evaluated— to judge their applicability and utility as an effective service

availability control parameter. It became obvious during the initial program

efforts, however, that attempting to do so would serve no useful purpose.

The main reason for this conclusion was that all of the above criteria

address , implicitly or explicitly, two major underlying concerns.

(1) Do these "models" really represent the relationship
between passenger delay parameters and system off-
normal performance?
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(2) Do these models and measures lend themselves to
reasonable techniques for analytic determination
and/or measurement?

As might be inferred, these concerns are basically incompatible.

As models for relating passenger delay parameters and system off-normal per-

formance become more faithful in replicating or predicting actual performance,

they also become more complex and problematical in use. However, the second

concern is met only if the first concern is adequately resolved. Hence, in

the following subsection, attention is focused on the first concern above.

The approach taken was to examine passenger delays accruing from simple

failures in simple system situations to develop a basic qualitative under-

standing of the relationships between system off-normal performance and

passenger delays. This understanding was then applied to existing measures

to judge their ability to replicate this relationship. This approach was

selected under the assumption that one or more measures would pass the test.

This assumption proved to be incorrect. Hence, the passenger delay analysis

took on an added dimension of defining the problem to scope remedial inves-

tigations. Section A.l discusses, in qualitative terms, the delay dynamics

of passengers to identify the system variables involved and the extent of

the influence exerted by these variables. Section A. 2 briefly "evaluates"

existing measures. Section A. 3 summarily discusses the problem of relating

system off-normal performance and passenger delays.

A,1 The Dynamics of Failure-Induced
Passenger Delays

Passengers of a transit system can experience delays induced by

system failures in one of two ways.

(1) Directly, by being aboard a vehicle which is

stopped or slowed by a failure in the system

(2) Indirectly, by being denied normal access to

the system during a failure.

To examine these effects, a simple transit system is assumed.

This system consists of a guideway loop serving four stations. Four example

transport situations are assumed. The first two illustrate the delay char-

acteristics for fixed trip demands originating at only one station as
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affected by different failure types (full stop, reduced speed, and vehicle-

out-of-service failure) under varying levels of system capacity. The third

example illustrates the effects of adding demands at a second station with a

full-stop failure. The last example extends the previous one to a situation

where a full-stop failure affects only part of the system. As indicated

previously, these examples are presented only to illustrate the qualitative

Influence of these variables.

A. 1.1 Example 1— Single Access Point,
Full-Stop Failure

The transport situation for this example is illustrated in Figure A-1.

This system consists of 4 stations, with Station A being the only station at

which passengers board the system. The numerics in this figure represent the

number of passengers entering a single vehicle at Station A and exiting at

Stations B, C, or D. Vehicle velocity and station spacings are such that the

vehicles appear to "index" between stations with station stops occurring at

the same time, i.e., normal vehicle headway time equals transit time between

station pairs.

This type of normal service is depicted by the train graph of

Figure A-2. Under normal operation, passengers arrive at Station A in some

random fashion (assumed to be a constant rate in this example) and are trans-

ported in accord with a fixed schedule. This relationship is depicted in

Figure A-3 as the "demand" curve and the "normal supply" curve. In the normal

situation depicted, a vehicle with a capacity of at least 10 passengers is

required

.

A failure is imposed on this system with a duration of 4 headway

intervals.* This failure results in all vehicles stopping. During the down-

time period, passengers continue to arrive at Station A, building up a queue

of delayed passengers. After the failure is removed, this queue is dissi-

pated at a rate dependent on the amount of extra passengers which can be

carried per vehicle headway— the excess capacity in the system. This supply

curve is denoted as the "off-normal supply" curve in Figure A-3 and was

* Generally, through this report, time units are expressed in terms of

"normal vehicle headway intervals" or "headways". This normalizes time

to those periods during which passengers expect to be served.
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generated under an assumption of 15 passenger vehicles or a 50 percent excess

capacity* in the system.

Several definitions are indicated in Figure A-3 which will be used

in subsequent analyses.

(1) Cumulative passenger delay is represented by the

area between the normal supply curve and the off-

normal supply curve. This representation does not

include the normal waiting time of a passenger

under normal service conditions. This is desirable

since the issue is failure impact.

(2) A "time to restore" (TTR) is indicated which repre-

sents the perceived system downtime at that station.

This term stands for the time required to make the

equipment aspects of the system operating normally,

e.g., vehicles following normal speed/distance/

headway profiles. This is equivalent to "mean time

to restore" (MTTR) in most availability expressions.

(3) A "service restore time" (SRT) term is indicated

which represents the additional time (beyond TTR)

required to reduce station queues and, hence, their

effects to normal conditions.

(4) The number of passengers involved in the delay event

is indicated. It is not obvious exactly how many of

these passengers were actually delayed. This depends

on how the passengers orient themselves within the

station and how aggressive they are in boarding avail-

able vehicles. It is assumed here that the queue

discipline would be a first-in-first-out process,

which results in everyone experiencing some delay,

with the exception of a few near the end of SRT.

* As used in this report, excess capacity is referenced to a particular sta-
tion. It is equal to the number of passengers per unit time which the

system is capable of transporting from that station compared to the normal
demand generated at that station. The unit of time is one normal vehicle
headway interval. Hence, if vehicles are traveling at normal speeds, excess
capacity is identical to the vehicle capacity minus the number of passengers
normally on board as a vehicle leaves the station being referenced.
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Figure A-3 illustrates the delay parameters for passengers delayed at

the station. In addition, passengers are delayed en route. Under the failure

characteristics assumed, the number of passengers experiencing an en route

delay would be equal to the per headway link loadings. Specifically, 10 pas-

sengers would be delayed between Stations A and B; 5 would be delayed between

Stations B and C; and 3 would be delayed between Stations C and D. Neither

the number of passengers delayed nor the duration of delay of en route pas-

sengers is affected by SRT; i.e., en route delays depend strictly on failure

frequency and TTR.

A. 1.2 Example 2—Single Access Point, Slow-Speed/

Vehicle-Out-of-Service Failure, Varying Excess

Capacity

To illustrate the effect on delay parameters of different failure

types, for the example system of Figure A-1, Figures A-4 and A-5 are pre-

sented. Figure A-4 shows the effect of a failure which results in all

vehicles running at half speed. Two values of excess capacity are used:

50 percent and 100 percent. Figure A-5 shows the effects of a failure

which results in a vehicle being temporarily removed from service. Again,

two values of excess capacity are illustrated. In each of these failure

situations, the higher values of excess capacity result in repeated, short-

term delay events. These result from the lack of schedule adherence when

experiencing these failures. When the lower values of excess capacity

prevail, however, a more serious problem is encountered. Not only are the

short-duration delays in existence but there is also a loss of average

capacity to the point where the average supply capability of the system is

insufficient to meet the accumulated backlog of transport-demand—irrespective

of the short-term repetitive effects. This capacity loss induces the most

serious effects on passenger delays.

Like Figure A-3, Figures A-4 and A-5 address only the platform delay

parameters induced by the failures examined. For the slow-down failure, all

passengers on the guideway at the time of the failure will experience a

delay en route to their destination, the duration of which is a function of

the passenger’s location relative to his destination at the time of the

failure. Additionally, all passengers departing Station A during TTR will
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experience a delay, the value of which is a function of trip length and de-

parture time relative to the end of TTR.

For the vehicle-out-of-service failure, assuming the vehicle can be

moved to a station or siding for removal or repair without interfering with

other vehicle movements, the only en route delays are those experienced by

the passengers aboard the disabled vehicle.

Even for these simple examples, the complicated nature of the rela-

tionship between passenger delay parameters and system failure characteristics

is emerging. General delay parameters are neither predictable nor measurable

by simple relationships of failure rates and restore times. System failure

rate is obviously a prime factor in assessing performance over some period

of time in that this characteristic defines the number of failure events to

be expected. The effects of each failure event, however, are significantly

influenced by the impact of the failure on system operation (e.g., full stop,

slow speed, etc.) and the relationship between the transport demands and the

available system capacity— specifically the excess capacity.

A. 1.3 Example 3—Two Access Points, Full-Stop Failure

This complexity is further illustrated when the simple example of

Figure A-1 is expanded by incorporating passenger demands at another station.

Figure A-6 illustrates this transition. As shown, passenger demands are imposed

on Station C. As before, all numerics are demands per normal vehicle headway

interval. All other assumptions are identical with those in the previous

example with the exception of vehicle size. For the Figure A-6 example, max-

imum link loading of 14 passengers per vehicle headway occurs between Stations

A and B. Thus, under normal operation, a 14-passenger vehicle would be re-

quired. To maintain some similarities to the previous example, a vehicle size

of 19 passengers is assumed. This results in a normal excess capacity of 50

percent relative to Station A demands and 112 percent relative to Station C

demands

.

Figure A-7 illustrates the effects of a full-stop failure with a

duration of 4 headways on resulting passenger delay parameters. The Station

A curves can be compared directly to Figure A-3. As can be seen, the delay per-

formance is considerably altered. While, under normal conditions, a 50 percent
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excess capacity is available at Station A, the usable portion of this follow-

ing a failure is reduced because of competition from Station C—specifically

the increased trip volume through Station A as the delayed queues from C are

dissipated. (This interference zone is indicated in Figure A-7.) Hence, for

any given station, the addition of demands elsewhere in the system alter not

only the SRT value but also the shape of the off-normal supply curve

within SRT. Without resorting to further examples, the degree of alteration

is a function of the trip patterns (i.e., origin-destination patterns)

generated at these influencing stations.

A. 1.4 Example 4—Two Access Points, Full-Stop
Failure, Partial System Affect

As a final example in this section, the effects of a failure which

renders only part of the system unusable are examined. In this example, it

is assumed that the stations can be bypassed and a failure is experienced at

Station B such that access is denied. To emphasize the effects, it is assumed

that this failure exists for 8 headways. It is assumed that station announce-

ments at Stations A' and C would indicate the closure of Station B and would

further request all passengers at that station to wait on the platform until

service has been restored—and that passengers abide by this request. As a

result, during TTR, queues build up at Stations A and C composed of passengers

destined to Station B. After Station B is opened, these queues begin dis-

sipating with a rate dependent, as before, on the available excess capacity

of the system. Because of the dependence of excess capacity on trip patterns,

a queue dissipation law has to be assumed. For this example, it is assumed

that preference is given to passengers in the delay queue. Under this assumed

service law, the off-normal supply curves indicated in Figure A-8 result.

In this example, as well as those depicted in Figures A-4 and A-5, no

attempt was made to determine the number of passengers delayed. For the full-

stop failure (Figures A-3 and A-7), the number of passengers delayed can be

approximated by the product of demand rate* of the quantity (TTR + SRT). As

* Demand rate is used in this report to indicate passenger trip demands at a
given station per unit time. The appropriate unit of time is generally one
normal vehicle headway interval. It may vary from this in certain expres-
sions to maintain dimensional consistency.
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was noted in the discussion of Figure A-3, the error associated with this ap-

proximation occurs near the end of SRT, where passengers entering the station

can board a vehicle at their normal time, albeit a vehicle more crowded than

normal. When failures occur which result in degraded service, the type of

error becomes much more significant and its determination can become a com-

plicated probabalistic exercise.

In summary, it can be said that the mechanism of failure-induced

passenger delay is a complex process. The following points are specifically

stressed

:

(1) The influence of a system failure on passenger
delays can exist long after the transit system
equipment is restored to normal operating levels

—

an SRT exists.

(2) The SRT value is influenced by the Inherent excess

capacity in the system.

(4) The ability of this excess capacity to minimize
delays is affected by the demands, in terms of

quantity and trip profile, generated to upstream
stations

.

(4) Delay effects are related to the type of failure

and its effects on system operation.

A. 2 Assessment of Existing Measures

Earlier in this Appendix, general types of performance measures

were introduced. These measures, as indicated by their form, consist of

system off-normal performance parameters, combined in such a way as to com-

pute a value which is interpreted in terms of some passenger delay parameter.

In concept, therefore, they fulfill one requirement of SAM 2, as defined in

Section 3.2. As pointed out earlier, the primary question regarding these

measures is the validity of the interpretation .

Each individual measure discussed in the literature, for practical

reasons, cannot be specifically analyzed to check the validity—nor is this

necessary. All such measures can be interpreted as vehicle motion oriented

—

generally relating to schedule adherence capabilities. For example. Type I

measures, while generally assumed to define probability of no delay at the

station, actually define the probability that the scheduled service at a
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station will be maintained. Type II measures reflect probability with the

added probability that the vehicle will not experience a delay en route.

Equating these measures to passenger delays assumes a one-to-one correspond-

ence between passenger "schedule adherence" and vehicle schedule adherence.

This assumption is obviously valid for en route delays. As pointed out in

Section A-1, however, it is generally invalid for station delays. Normal

service at a station may not be restored for some time—SRT—after the system

equipment is operating normally. The only instance of 1:1 correspondence is

when the excess capacity of the system is sufficiently large to clear the

delayed passenger queue in one normal vehicle headway interval.

Figure A-9 is a reproduction of Figure A-3 with an area highlighted to

illustrate the passenger pattern which is reflected in classical Type I ser-

vice availability measures. Neglecting the step differences which exist at

the lift portion of this pattern (which would get smaller as the headway/TTR

ratio gets smaller)
,

it can be seen that classical measures treat only the

equipment downtime patterns and deduce passenger delay parameters by direct

correspondence to this equipment downtime. Secondary delays due to queue

dissipation effects are not considered.

It is important to note that fault of existing measures—assuming

they represent off-normal performance— is their lack of quantitative corre-

spondence. In any given situation, any measure which accurately defines

system off-normal performance has to reflect passenger delay propensity in a

qualitative sense; i.e!, improving off-normal performance will improve pas-

senger service. Hence, for an existing system, existing measures are useful

in monitoring changes in performance, even though the actual values measured

cannot be directly related, in a quantitative sense, with passenger delays.

Based on the above arguments and examples, the following observa-

tions emerge with respect to existing measures:

(1) Existing measures reflect equipment performance

and neglect the secondary affect of average queue

dynamics

.

(2) Queue dynamic effects are controlled both during the

buildup phase and the dissipation phase by the rela-

tionship of system capacity and passenger demand, in

terms of both trip generation demand and origin-

destination patterns.
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(3) Because of (1) and (2) above, existing analytic measures

are not useful predictors of delay performance, regard-

less of the scope of the system.

(4) Irrespective of (3), however, existing measures can be

useful in monitoring roles, in a qualitative sense,

because the system parameters which control the transfer

function between system downtime characteristics and

passenger delay characteristics can be assumed fixed.

(5) It would appear that analytic measures can be quanti-

tatively useful within the context of a specific system,

either in a predictive or monitoring role, if they were

properly calibrated by a relationship between system

downtime characteristics and passenger delay dynamics.

Because of (2) above, establishing such a calibration

factor is not a straightforward process. Computer

simulation techniques would probably be required to

effectively manipulate the variables involved.

(6) Analytic models may be quantitatively accurate in a

predictive or monitoring sense without the calibration

referred to in (5) if the system capacity is inherently

very large compared to the demands. However, such a

simplification should result from appropriate analyses

and not be presumed a priori.

A. 3 General Conclusions

The previous section results in the conclusion that no existing

measure is sufficient to act as a control agent because none reflect the

impact of SRT on delay dynamics. It would seem obvious that calibrating

these off-normal performance measures to reflect SRT would be appropriate.

This is correct. However, as will be discussed in Appendix B, this is not

a simple process. Techniques are developed to accomplish this analytically

for relatively simple systems (e.g., loops, shuttles, line-haul systems,

etc.) in which "normal" service can be visualized and analyzed. For systems
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which are characterized by random routes, demand response, and other random

features such that computer simulation is required to estimate "normal" per-

formance, the relationship between off-nonnal performance and passenger

delays will similarly require computer simulation.
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APPENDIX B

METHODS FOR ESTIMATING FAILURE-INDUCED
DELAY PARAMETERS

The deficiencies in the ability of equipment failure performance

to act as a reasonable proxy for induced passenger delay effects led to the

initiation of a limited parametric analysis aimed at the full definition of

the relationships between system failure characteristics and the resulting

passenger delay effects. As pointed out in Appendix A, the major problem is

one of properly assessing the impact of system failures on queue buildup and

dissipation in the stations, the effect of which is a denial of normal access

to the transit system. Appendix A illustrated the ability of equipment fail-

ure characteristics to define the occurrence of delay events but not the full

effect of such events as experienced by the passengers. As pointed out in

Appendix A, reliability characteristics of transit systems are sufficient to

define the propensity of the system to induce delays during a given trip.

The delays induced at stations are, however, only partially related to the

system failure character! sties . Identified, but not quantified, were certain

parameters which appear to control this relationship, such as

The passenger trip demands at individual stations

The excess passenger carrying capacity available to

dissipate queue buildup at stations

The type of failure

The interaction of trip demands among stations.

A significant conclusion of Appendix A was that while no existing

availability measure is sufficient, in itself, to act as an effective pas-

senger delay control measure in a quantitative manner, all existing measures

can perform this function in a qualitative sense.

The implication of this conclusion is that existing measures, which

accurately reflect system off-normal performance, can be augmented to account

for the effects of SRT, the service restore time. As indicated in Appendix A

and further supported in the following section, the difficulty with this

approach is the system-specific nature of this augmentation. At this time,

we cannot see a way to formulate a general -purpose "augmented" service avail-

ability measure. Rather, each specific system situation will require its own
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measures, as appropriate, to its specific characteristics. Hence, the

emphasis of the following subsection is placed on methodology concepts in-

volved in relating equipment off-normal performance and passenger delay

parameters

.

This methodology was developed by generalizing and testing results

of over 50 manual simulations of simple transit system situations which were

examined completely or partially as needed to test various hypotheses. The

use of the resulting methodology forces the analyst to understand the delay

dynamics at work in his specific system situation; irrespective of the

approximate nature of the values determined, this understanding is considered

to be an important attribute of the methodology developed.

The remainder of this section discusses this methodology and its

supporting concepts.

B.l Methodology Concept

When one views the complex, dynamic nature of transit system opera-

tions, the variations and probabilities nature of failure performance, in-

cluding type, frequency, duration, location, and time, and the probabilistic

nature of passenger trip demands, the relationship between passenger delay

potential and system failure characteristics at the system level cannot be

viewed in any sense other than mathematically intractable. To quantify this

relationship requires the subdivision of the system/passenger elements into

units which are amenable to analysis. There are two basic approaches for

accomplishing this. The first is to select a random, average, or typical

passenger and "follow" him through the system, documenting his exposure to

system failures and the impact of the exposure on his normal progression on

an average or typical trip in terms of likelihood of encountering a delay

event and the duration of this encounter, if it occurs. If the system per-

formance criteria are stated in terms of allowable delays to the typical

passenger, comparison can be made at this point. System-level performance

can be deduced by extrapolation techniques for critical comparison at this

level. This approach is inherently complex because of the need to define a

"typical" passenger and the fact that his exposure to delay events is a func-

tion of location and time.
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The second approach is to select locations and "watch" these over

a period of time, accumulating data on passenger delays encountered at that

location as a result of system failures. If these "observation ports" are

properly selected to be the complete or typical set of locations where delays

can accrue, system-level delay performance can be deduced. By comparing

delay performance at these ports with passenger throughput at these ports,

delay parameters for individual passengers can be deduced. This approach

explicitly isolates location effects, is tolerant of using average values

for failure characteristics and passenger dynamics, and eliminates the

problems of identifying the "typical" passenger trip.

The methodology developed in this program utilizes this second

approach. The observation ports are taken to be those points where passen-

ger delays accrue--specifical ly stations and guideway links. Briefly, the

methodology involves postulating failures and computing their impacts on

delays at each of the analysis locations in terms of the number of passen-

gers delayed and the duration of the delays experienced. These are then

summed in accordance with the expected frequency of occurrence of the fail-

ures to arrive at system-level performance values for some selected period

of time. This delay "data set" can then be manipulated, as necessary, to

interface directly to the form in which delay criteria were established.

In the development of this methodology, it was recognized that

passenger delay frequency and duration are affected by the following var-

iabl es

:

(1) Failure type - classified by the effect of the

failure on the ability of the system to deliver

required capacity in the vicinity of the failure.

Three types are considered: (a) failures which

result in a blockage, (b) failures which result

in operations at velocities less than the normal

velocity, and (c) failures which result in opera-

tions with less than the required number of

vehicl es

.

(2) Failure rate - the expected number of failures in

some unit of time.

(3) Failure duration - the time during which the failed

state exists.

Failure location - the location of the failure

relative to the general system configuration. This

is important where failure tolerance is provided.
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System failure tolerance - the ability of the

system to limit the impact of certain failure
situations by bypassing or otherwise disconnecting
the failure affected area. This feature determines

the extent to which a specific failure disturbs

total system performance.

Passenger trip demands - in terms of the quantity
of trip requests per unit time.

Trip origin-destination patterns.

System capacity - more appropriately, excess capacity
to recover from failure.

Options for introducing additional capacity to

recover from a failure.

Time of failure - this is not a primary variable but

one where impact is reflected in all those above
which are functions of time.

In the development of the methodology, the effect of certain of

the above variables were analyzed in isolation and then scaled to incorpo-

rate effects of other variables to arrive at system-level characteristics.

The following subsections discuss the specific methodology devel-

opment procedures and results. Because of the different delay mechanisms at

work for station delays and en-route delays, these are treated separately.

This is also desirable because the delay criteria may treat these two delay

situations differently. Also, in the case of en-route delays, a separation

is made between general delays and stoppages--aga1n to afford direct inter-

faces to possible exclusive delay criteria.

B.2 Station Delay Methodology

Under normal conditions, passengers enter a station with some

expectation of a vehicle arrival time. If, because of a failure, vehicle

service to that station is denied, these demands accumulate. As illus-

trated in the example of Figure A-1 , the magnitude of this accumulated

demand is directly related to TTR, the time required to restore service

to that station. Also, as illustrated in Figure A-3, after service is

* Figures with prefix "A" are included in Appendix A.
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restored, this accumulated demand is reduced to zero at some rate which

depends on the excess capacity of the vehicles which service that station.

This delayed passenger queue can be graphically illustrated by figures such

as Figure A-3. Because we are concerned only with the delay parameters,

however, an alternate form is desirable, as illustrated in generalized form

in Figure B-1 . Such a representation can be used to define the number of

passengers involved in the delay queue, as well as the cumulative delay

incurred by these passengers--the area enclosed by the curve. In this

figure, the queue dissipation curve is purposely indefinite: it repre-

sents the "unknown" quantities associated with passenger delays at stations.

Specifically, these unknown quantities are the time to reduce the delayed

queue to zero (SRT) and the shape of the delayed queue curve during the

dissipation process. Defining these unknowns is the subject of the next

subsection.

In the numerous examples analyzed in this program, it was found

that, for a fixed value of passenger demand rate, system capacity, and pas-

senger origin destination pattern, the delayed queue curve for a given sta-

tion for varying values of TTR are geometrically similar. This implies that

the delay parameters derived from system response to some arbitrary value of

TTR (a "unit failure") can be considered to represent a "characteristic

response" function; from which, delay parameters for other values of TTR can

be drived via simple scaling laws. For example, in a given situation, the

only independent variable identified in Figure B-1 is TTR. As TTR is varied,

geometrically similar "triangles" result. Hence, the number of passengers

delayed is proportional to TTR while the area enclosed by the "triangle"--
2

the cumulative delay experienced by these passengers--is proportional to TTR .

It was found that such relationships exist for other failure types

(e.g., slow speed), hence they form a basis for estimating the expected delay

parameters for any specific system. The procedure would involve the determina-

tion of the characteristic response of the system and, using this as a base,

generating the expected system response for actual expected values of TTR and

failure rates. This approach is depicted in Figure B-2 as it might appear in

the transit system design ohase. In an operational monitoring phase, the

approach would be essentially the same excpet that observed values of TTR and

failure rate would be used to assess performance.
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Numerous system situations were examined to assess not only validity

of this approach but also to define the specific procedures necessary to

utilize it. The following subsection discusses the results of these analyses

in the "building block" fashion alluded to earlier. The first examines the

nature of the "unit failure" and characteristic response with fixed failure

type and passenger demand variation. The subsequent subsection examines the

effect of variations in these parameters. Subsequent to these subsections,

techniques required to approximate expected system delay performance when

numerous failure types, restore time, and failure rates are examined. The

final subsection presents the resulting methodology.

B.2.1 Transit System Characteristic
Response Function

As indicated earlier, the delay performance at a specific station

can be approximated graphically, the geometry of which defines the delay

parameters resulting from a failure of TTR duration. It was also pointed

out that the shape and duration of the queue curves were the unknown var-

iables. As illustrated in Appendix A, both of these variables are complicated

functions not only of the delay dynamics of the station being analyzed but

also those of other stations in the system. Therefore, the early examples

analyzed in this program were directed toward defining relationships of

these unknown variables with other known system parameters to enable graphics,

such as Figure B-1 , to be quickly generated.

B.2.1.1 Determination of SRT . With reference to Figure B-1,

regardless of the shape of the queue dissipation curve, it follows that SRT

is given by

SRT
DR • TTR

EC.
(B-1)

where: SRT = Service restore time (time to dissipate queue to

zero, restoring service demands at station to

normal levels)

DR = Normal trip demand rate originating at station
being analyzed

TTR = Time to restore equipment to operating condition

EC = Average excess capacity available for queue
dissipation at station being analyzed.
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As illustrated in Appendix A, the average excess capacity available

to dissipate queues at any given station is less than the normal excess capac-

ity at that station due to competition from upstream stations. When it is

assumed that normal passenger ratios remain constant; that is, the normal

excess capacity available at a station is shared by through passengers and

originating passengers in proportion to their normal volumes, the following

relationship results:

EC —S LF
EC (B-2)

where: DR = Normal trip demand rate originating at station
being analyzed

LR = Normal link flow rate downstream from station
being analyzed

EC^ = Normal excess capacity at station.

If the excess capacity for queue dissipation is derived solely from

vehicle capacity considerations, Equation (B-2) becomes

1
1 - LF

LF (B-3)

where: LF = The load factor of vehicles leaving the station
during normal conditions (passengers on board
divided by vehicle capacity).

Similarly, Equation (B-1) becomes

SRT
LF

1 - LF
• TTR (B-4)

Equation (B-4) is an approximation. The exact formulation for SRT

would require the simultaneous solution of multiple, connected queuing prob-

lems (at each station). Such a process approaches mathematical intractability.

The form of Equation (B-4) is simple and incorporates a variable (LF) which

must be estimated to define required vehicle size during system design.

Furthermore, in all examples examined in this program, which utilized actual

simulation to define the queue dissipation curve, the resulting SRT values

matched those predicted by Equation (B-4) very closely. It can be observed

that Equation (B-4) exhibits behavior consistent with logic. For example,

if the normal load factor is 1, there is no excess capacity available at that
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station; hence, SRT is undefined and the queue developed during a failure

cannot be dissipated. If the normal load factor is very small, the excess

capacity is large. Hence, the queue developed during a failure can be dis-

sipated quickly as Equation (B-4) would predict.

If the system has the capability to increase vehicle operating

velocity as a method of recovering from a failure. Equation (B-2) becomes

(B-5)

where: = Vehicle velocity during the service restoration

= Normal vehicle velocity

and Equation (1) becomes

SRT
LF

LF

* TTR (B-6)

The net effect of increasing vehicle velocity is a decrease in

vehicle headways--in terms of time. The same effect can be achieved by

decreasing vehicle spacing by inserting more vehicles into the system. With

the scheme, Equation (B-2) becomes

EC.
DR

LF
- LF (B-7)

where: N = Number of vehicles during recovery time
r

Ny = Number of vehicles during normal operations

and Equation (1) becomes

SRT
LF

• TTR (B-8)

- LF
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In many systems, these latter two options may not exist, either by

design (velocity limits) or practical constraints (unavailability of extra

vehicles or the inability to quickly dispatch and insert extra vehicles as

required to recover from a failure). Hence, from a delay propensity stand-

point in most systems, vehicle size will be the most influential parameter.

The above relationships serve to define SRT which, in turn, define

a point in time following a failure when the delayed passenger queue is re-

duced to zero and the effect of the failures are no longer apparant to a new

passenger entering the station being analyzed. Knowing this allows the

number of passengers involved in the delayed queue to be estimated as will

be discussed in a subsequent section. To determine the delay imposed on

these passengers, however, the shape of the dissipation curve must be known.

B.2.1.2 Estimation of Queue Dissipation Curve Shape . The estima-

tion of SRT utilizes an average value for excess capacity over the duration

of the queue dissipation process. At any point in time during this process,

however, the actual excess capacity at the station being analyzed can vary

considerably from this average value. Like the average excess capacity,

these intermediate excess capacity values are complex functions of queue

dissipation dynamics interacting among stations. However, knowing SRT, at

all stations from some value of TTR, reasonable approximations for the delay

curves can be generated.

This process can best be illustrated through the use of an example.

This example will also serve to illustrate the concepts discussed in the

previous section. Figure B-3 illustrates the system used in this example.

This system incorporates features such that any failure effects the entire

system. As illustrated, four vehicles are used and indexed between stations.

The link loading data in Figure B-3 shows a maximum vehicle loading

under normal conditions to be 25 passengers. This occurs on Links C-D and

D-A. To provide excess capacity, a vehicle maximum loading value of 30

passengers is used.
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FIGURE B-3. EXAMPLE TRANSIT SYSTEM
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Figure B-4 illustrates the delay envelopes for each station in

this hypothetical system. Station "C" is highlighted for this discussion.

As noted, the delay envelope is generated in three steps.

(1) The initial rise of the delay envelope has a slope
equal to the demand rate at that station and exists
for a duration of TTR--in this case, two normal
vehicle headway intervals.

(2) SRT is computed using appropriate equations from
Section 5. 2. 1.1. In this case, excess capacity is

derived solely from vehicle size. Therefore, Equation

(4) is used, which, with the data provided in Figure
5-3 yields the following value for SRT for Station C

of 5 TTR. This point is located on the delay envelope
axis

.

(3) The points defined by (1) and (2) are connected to

complete the diagram. This connection process itself
involves two steps. As noted previously, demands at
each station compete for the normal excess capacity
of a system. This competition is most fierce between
adjacent stations. For example, with the four stations
of the example, the queue dissipation capability at
Station C is most influenced by the queue at Station B.

It is influenced to a lesser extent by the queue at

Station A because Station B, an intermediate station,
acts as a buffer--some passengers from A exit at

Station B. Therefore, as a first approximation, it

is assumed that once the queue at Station B is dis-
sipated, it is no longer competing for the system
excess capacity. Therefore, after the queue at B is

dissipated, the average excess capacity at Station C

is the normal excess capacity (EC^) which would be

available under normal situations. (From Figure B-3,

EC^ at Station C equals 5 passengers per normal

vehicle headway interval.) Hence, at Station C, the

last part of the delay curve can be approximated. By

connecting these segments, a reasonable approximation

to the excess queue curve is developed. Similarly,

Station B performance can be developed. Stations A and

D exhibit a characteristic triangular shape because the

SRT values at these stations are less than those at the

immediate upstream stations.
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Having these shapes, one can compute the total passenger-minutes

delay resulting from the postulated failure, as well as the number of passen-

gers delayed.

Exercising this process for some arbitrarily selected calue of

TTR, denoted by TTR*, the number of passengers delayed at station, and the

cumulative duration of the delay can be estimated. The delay parameters are

denoted PD* and D*, respectively. The unit failure response, in the form of

these values, can be used to generate delay parameters for many expected

failure situations by applying scaling procedures.

B.2.2 Response to Full System Stoppage Failures

Full system stoppage failures have the same character of the unit

failure with the exception that the TTR value is taken to represent the

actual values expected rather than an arbitrary TTR*. As discussed previously,

the number of passengers delayed at stations by a full stop failure propor-
2

tional to TTR while the cumulative delay is proportional to TTR . Therefore,

to estimate the delay parameters for a number of full stop failures, the

following relationships apply:

PD = PD*
TTR
TTR*

(B-9)

where: PD = Total number of passengers delayed per average
failure

PD* = Total number of passengers delayed per unit

failure

TTR = Mean time to restore for full -stop failures

TTR* = Unit failure downtime.
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The relationship for estimating the cumulative delay (D) experienced by

delayed passengers during an average failure is

D = D*

TTR*^
(B-10)^^^

where: D = Cumulative delay experienced by passengers per
average failure

D* = Cumulative delay per unit failure

TTR =1

tA
RMS value of TTR. for failure mix

TTR* = Unit failure downtime.

The probability of delay can be estimated by the following relationship:

PD* TTR A
d

" DR TTR* (B-ll)^^’^

where Pr^ = Probability of being delayed at station on an
average trip

- DR = Total system trip demand rate

A = Fail ure rate.

(Other variables defined as before.)

Expected delay can be estimated by the following relationship:

TTR^A

TTR*^
(B-12)

where. ED = Average station delay expected on average trip.

(Other variables defined as before.)

Care should be exercised in using these relationships to ensure

consistency of units. A new term has been introduced, TTR, in the delay

scaling procedures. Because delay (the area under the delayed queue curve

(a) The eauations in this section are all relevant only to full system stoppage
failures (the subsection title). Hence, all parameters (excluding unit
failure parameters) carry an implicit subscript denoting this relevance.
In this document, these subscripts are not included to enhance clarity.
This philosophy is continued in all subsequent subsections

.

(b) In this formulation, the assumption is made thatATTR^^l. This is

reasonable based on sparse data from existing systems which place values
for both of these parameters within an 0.1 magnitude. If this assumption

is thought to be too liberal, A may be replaced with A /(I + A TTR).

This assumption is used generally throughout this document.
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of Figure 1) is proportional to TTR*^, a quadratic, mean (or RMS value) is

required to scale unit failure response (D*) properly.

B.2.3 The Effects of Headway Closing Options

The first point examined was the failure mode in which one vehicle

stops and others are permitted to close in behind (utilizing the "cushion"

referred to in many analyses). This operational mode is assumed in most

studies which focus on individual passenger expectation. In these studies,

a downstream vehicle failure may not affect the delay experienced in boarding

a system or en route if the failed vehicle becomes operational before safe

headway constraints are met. Interpreting such probabilities in terms of

expected system delay parameters implies an assumption of an unlimited source

of vehicles. In a real system, there is a very limited source of vehicles

available. Furthermore, if the vehicles "bunch", as they would if the cush-

ion is utilized, they must be spread out quickly to eliminate delays encoun-

tered as the result of the gap existing elsewhere in the system. A station

would see several vehicles at cl oser-than-normal headways, then a gap would

appear--inducing delays at that station.

Essentially, the appearance of this gap represents another "failure"

insofar as service to a station is concerned. It is important to get the

system back on normal speed/headway relationships to minimize this recurring

failure. If the failure management strategy is to create normal headways

immediately following the failure by holding trailing vehicles as necessary,

the delay curves at stations are nearly identical to those resulting from

full-stop failure except that they do not occur at all stations at the same

time. Rather, they are displaced, in time, from one another. If the failure

management strategy incorporates some programmed antibunching sequence to

restore normal headways following a failure, the delays incurred may vary

considerably from the full-stop failure effects. As an example to illustrate

this, the system utilized in Appendix A was extended as illustrated in

Figure B-5. Figure B-6 shows a train graph of normal operation, a failure

of 4 normal headways duration occurring between Stations A and B, and a

failure management strategy which requires establishing a temporary headway

of 1/2 the normal headway immediately following the failure correction. This

headway is maintained for one full cycle of this system, at which time head-

ways are readjusted to achieve normal values.
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Trip Matrix (Trips Per Vehicle)

From

A
A
A
B

B

B

C

C

c

D

D

D

To No.

B

C

D

C

D

A
D

A
B

A
B

C

5

3

2

4

4

5

1

3

4

2

4

1

B

13 3

Other Assumptions

1. System consists of 4 vehicles.

2. Vehicles are temporally spaced so

that each enters a station on a

fixed schedule.

3. There are no station bypass options.

4. A failure anywhere in the system
causes a complete system shutdown.

Station Flow Parameters

Station On Off Thru

A 10 10 9

B 13 13 6

C 8 8 11

D 7 7 12

Link Loading Parameters

Link Passengers

A-B 19

B-C 19

C-D 19

D-A 19

FIGURE B-5. EXAMPLE SYSTEM FOR ESTI^L\TING EFFECTS
OF "CUSHION" UTILIZATION
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Figure B-7 shows the resulting station delay curves for this

example. The solid curves were determined from simulation results while

the dotted lines represent the curves which would have been predicted using

the full-stop relationships discussed in Section B.2.1. As can be seen, the

actual delays encountered are greater than those which would have been en-

countered if the system had been totally stopped. If the failure management

strategy had permitted the vehicles to travel bunched for a longer period of

time, the differences would have been greater.

Who, then, benefits from cushion utilization? Three groups of

passengers

.

(1) Passengers who are on board vehicles which trail

a failed vehicle and who are destined for a station
on the upstream side of the failure. If the head-

way compression is sufficient, they may reach their
destination with no delay. If the failure is cleared
quick enough, trailing vehicles may not need to stop.

Hence, no passengers on board would see a delay.

(2) Passengers at stations upstream from the failure who

are destined to stations between them and the failure
and who are fortunate enough to catch a trailing
vehicle prior to the appearance of the gap. They may
complete their trip without a dealy.

(3) Passengers at stations immediately upstream from the

failure. After equipment operation is restored, a

rapid succession of vehicles will be available. This

could reduce the average delay experienced by those

passengers which are fortunate enough to catch the

first wave of vehicles following the failure.

Therefore, while certain passengers may receive some benefit from headway

compression, such benefits accrue to the detriment of other passengers.

Headway compression can become a beneficial mode of failure recovery

if the lead vehicles in the bunch have an increased speed capability, permit-

ting normal headways to be established without slowing down trailing vehicles.

Also, if the option exists for inserting spare vehicles into the system to

fill the gap would be useful. However, in any practical system, neither of

these approaches is likely. Therefore, the conclusion to be drawn is that,

in terms of delay effects, headway compression capability is not an asset.
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FIGURE B-7. DELAY ENVELOPES OF EXAMPLE FAILURE
WITH CUSHION UTILIZATION AND HEADWAY
RECOVERY .
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Rather, it may be a liability. While we have not examined all situations,

we have examined enough examples to support this thesis for the type of

system depicted in Figure B-5, a totally connected system with reasonably

balanced station demands and short headways such that failure duration is

long with respect to the normal vehicle headway. Irrespective of this,

however, permitting motion of vehicles not directly affected by the failure

would have positive psycological benefits on the passengers. These benefits

accrue to passengers en route. From the standpoint of station delays, the

delay parameters derived for a full -stop failure are appropriate.

B.2.4 Effects of Increased Headway Failures

Failures which result in reduced operating speed or a reduction in

the number of operating vehicles induce the same effects in terms of delays

incurred at stations. In both cases, the apparent effect is a decrease in

service frequency or an increase in operational headway.

In the case of reduced velocity failures, numerous examples were

investigated which led to an observation relating the type of failure to

the characteristic response discussed in Section B.2.1. Figure B-8 summarizes

the results. In this figure, the solid curve represents the delay envelope

for a failure which results in a 50 percent speed reduction. The dotted

curve represents the delay envelope for a full-stop failure--a hypothetical

failure which has a queue dissipation curve coincident with that of the slow-

speed failure, i.e., TTR + SRT for this hypothetical full-stop failure equals

(TTR + SRT) for the slow-speed failure. As can be seen, the slow-speed fail-

ure can be considered to result in some portion of a full-stop failure with

a TTR of 1/2 the slow-speed TTR. If the sawtooth effect is neglected, the

slow-speed delay envelope is exactly 1/2 of the depicted full-stop delay

envelope. These relationships can be generalized as follows:

TTR.
fs

TTR
ss

1

-

(B-13)

where
full-stop failure which shares the delay envelope

of the slow-speed failure,

TTR = Duration of the slow-speed failure,
ss

= Vehicle velocity during the failure.

V = Normal vehicle velocity,
n
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The cummulative delay relationship is

(B-14)

where = The cumulative passenger delay resulting from the slow-speed
failure (If the values in brackets are negative, D =0.).

= Cumulative passenger delay incurred in the overlapping full-
stop failure.

These relationships can be used to translate the characteristic

response of the system into cumulative delay expectations for any slow-speed

failure of any duration. By similarity, Equations (B-13) and (B-14) can be

used for failures which require a temporary loss of one or more vehicles from

service by substituting for V^/V^,

where = Number of vehicles operating during failure,

= Number of vehicles required for normal service frequencies.

In both cases, the "sawtooth" portion of the delay envelope has

been neglected. This periodic effect is due to the erratic schedule during

the failure. As indicated in Appendix A, while this recurring, short-

duration delay effect is present, the real problem associated with these

types of failures is the loss of capacity which accompanies them. Hence,

neglecting the sawtooth effect may be justified. If not, an additional term

must be added to Equation (B-14).

To determine the number of passengers delayed during failures of

this type,. simple methods are not available. Neglecting again the sawtooth

effect, the ratio of passengers delayed due to the slow-speed failure and the

passengers which would be delayed due to the hypothetical full-stop failure

is a function of the duration of the slow-speed failure. Unfortunately, this

function is difficult to define mathematically. As TTR becomes large, the

ratio of passengers delayed due to the slow-speed failure to those passengers

which would have been delayed due to the hypothetical full stop failure

approaches unity. For estimating purposes, therefore, one can assume that,

for those stations where station delays accrue, all passengers entering that
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station during the failure and its associated queue dissipation time will be

delayed. If more precision is required, graphic techniques would be required.

Using Equations (B-13) and (B-14) and the above assumption, the

following relationships apply for estimating delay parameters for increased

headway failures:

D .
= ^ D*^3 TTR* j

4

V

LF.
(B-15)

where: D. = Cumulative delay incurred at station j due to
^ slow-speed failure

TTRss = Duration of slow-speed failure

TTR* = Duration of unit failure

Dt = Cumulative delay incurred by passenger at station
^

j due to unit failure

LFj = Normal load factor of link leaving station j

= Vehicle velocity during failure

V = Normal vehicle velocity,
n

Equation (13) is constrained as follows

If V./V ^ LF., D. = 0.r n = 3 3

It follows, therefore, that the number of passengers delayed is

accumulated only at those stations where delay is accumulated, the relation-

ship governing the number of passengers delayed is:

TTR
PO = §1

J TTR* (B-16)

where

:

PD. = Number of passengers delayed at station j due
^ to queue buildup at stations under a slow-speed

failure

PDt = Number of passengers delayed at station j due
^ to unit failure.

(Other variables defined as before.)

In this equation, j takes only values permitted by the constraint imposed on

Equation (B-15).
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The relationships governing probability of delay and expected delay

are as follows:

’’'•d DR
A-
ss

(B-17)

where: Pr. = Probability of incurring a delay on a random

trip due to a slow-speed failure

- Failure rate for slow-speed failure,
ss

(Other variables defined as before.)

The relationship for estimating expected delay is

I'^i
" DR ^ss

(B-18)

where: ED = Average station delay per average trip due to

slow-speed failure.

(Other variables defined as before.)

Relationships governing the vehicle out-of-service failure are as

follows:

TTR
D, = VOS

TTR*

where:

D*
J

LF^^/Nn
(B-19)

D. = Cumulative delay at station j due to vehicle-
^ out-of-service failure

TTR ^ = Duration of VOS failure
VOS

= Number of vehicles operating during failure

= Number of vehicles normally operating.

(Other variables defined as before.)

The number of passengers delayed may be estimated by the following relation-

ship: r -|

TTR
VOS

TTR'
PD*

J

(B-^0)

where

:

PD. = Number of passengers incurring delays at station

j due to VOS failure.

(Other variables defined as before.)
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Equations (B-19) and (B-20) are constrained as follows:

If N./N then D. = 0 and PD. = 0.
f n = J J J

The probability of delay can be estimated by the following relationship:

Pr
d DR VOS

(B-21)

where: Pr. = Probability of incurring a delay on an average

trip due to VOS failure

7^ = Failure rate for VOS failure.
^ VOS

(Other variables defined as before.)

The following relationship can be used to estimate expected delay:

ED = J. A
DR VOS

(B-22)

where: ED = Average station delay per average trip due to VOS

failures

.

(Other variables defined as before.)

B.2.5 Effects of Partial System Failures

The previous types of failures all apply uniformly to complete

systems, that is, the failure affects the entire system. Such would be the

case with simple circulation systems with on-line stations, no passing cap-

ability, no turn-around capability, and no reverse-running capability. For

these types of systems, a failure cannot be isolated. For systems where a

failure can be "disconnected", allowing the remainder of the system to operate,

different failure effects accrue. Only passengers which require use of the

failed portion will be delayed. Station queues will develop involving all

trips which are affected by the partial system failure. After the failure

is removed, these queues will dissipate according to the average excess

capacity available at those stations. If the excess capacity is very large

relative to the demands, such that these delay queues will dissipate imme-

diately, a relationship exists to the delay parameters computed for a full-

stop failure of equal duration. In this situation, the delays incurred at

any station are related to those which would result from a full-stop failure

by the following relationship:
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(B-23)

where PD
^

= Number of passengers delayed at a station due to
^ a partial system failure of TTR duration

PD- = Number of passengers delayed at that station due
to a full -stop failure of equal TTR

T^ = Passenger trips originating at station during the
failure which require the use of the failed por-
tion of the system

T^ = Passenger total trips generated at that station
during the failure.

If the excess capacity is not large, interaction among station

queues again complicates the service restoration process, resulting in devia-

tions from the above relationship. Equation (B-23) can estimate above or below

simulation results. Fortunately, when all possible partial failures are

analyzed for any system, the "over estimates" tend to balance the "under

estimates". Therefore, Equation (B-23) can be considered to represent a

reasonable approximating relationship.

Using this relationship, the estimation of delay parameters based

on unit failure response is accomplished as follows:

By generalizing this relationship to the full system and using

the unit failure as the full -stop failure, estimates of delay parameters

based on unit failure response is accnmnl is^ed. The exnression for number

of passengers delayed is

PD*

TTR*
(B-24)

where: PDj^ = Number of passengers delayed due to a failure
which closes the kth portion of the system

PD* = Number of passengers delayed per unit failure

TTR* = Duration of unit failure

TTRj^ = Mean-time-to-restore failure which denies use
of the k portion of system

T|, = The number of trips (originating anywhere in the
system) which require the use of the kth portion
of the system during some time interval

T. = The total number of trips generated during this
time interval.
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The cumulative delay experienced by the passenger can be estimated by the

following relationship:

D* 2

TTR*
^

't

(B-25)

where: D. = Cumulative delay of passengers experiencing
station delays due to failures of kth portion
of the system

D* = Cumulative delay experienced by passengers due
to unit failure

. value of TTRs for failures affecting kth

part of the system

(Other variables defined as before.)

By summing these relationships over k, general delay statistics can be

derived. The expression for estimating probability of delay is

d
' (B-26)

where: Pr. = Probability of delay on average trip due to partial

system failure

ure rate for failures affecting kth part of the

system

(Other variables defined as before.)

Expected delay can be estimated by the following relationship:

ED
DR

(B-27)

where: ED = Average delay expected for an average trip due to

partial system failures

ure rate for failures affecting kth part of

the system.

(Other variables defined as before.)
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B .2.6 Effects of Varying Passenger- Demands

In the previous section, relationships have been developed whereby

the delay effects of many different failure situations can be scaled from

estimates developed on the basis of some full -stop failure of arbitrary

duration. These latter delay parameters are relatively simple to compute

and can be interpreted as the propensity of a unit of system downtime to

induce passenger delays. However, these values are dependent on the trip

demands and the 0-D patterns existing at the time of the failure.

Therefore, to be useful in a real sense, the implications of varying

demands such as would occur in a real situation must be comprehended. As

demand patterns at stations vary throughout a typical day, values for both

demand rate and average excess capacity vary. Unit failure response can vary

considerably. Furthermore, the influence of demand levels is not linear.

If the excess capacity in the system is small, the delay parameters are more

nearly proportional to the square of the demand level. Hence, any specific

unit failure response under some demand pattern can be considered to apply

only to that time period over which that demand pattern exists. Comprehending

all variations in demand patterns which may exist during the operating life

of a transit system is an impossible feat. Therefore, some selected set of

patterns must be selected which represent typical patterns. In selecting

these "typical" patterns, emphasis should be placed on matching peak demands.

Off-peak demands can be averaged with much less of an impact on

overall system delay performance. Therefore, as an approximating technique,

for systems which exhibit peaks in demand (as, for example, would be the

case in any system serving commuter traffic), the daily demand patterns can

be approximated by three average values.

(1) The morning peak average over some period,

depending on the duration of the peak

(2) The afternoon peak, averaged over the duration

of the peak

(3) The off-peak average demands.
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B.2.7 Effects of Multiple Failures

The previous sections have not dealt with the concept of multiple

failures. Each failure is assumed to be cleared well in advance of another.

The principle enhances the potential for estimating delay effects for actual

expected failures by scaling the results of unit failure delay parameters

because a "normal" condition exists prior to the failure in both cases.

Certain failures cannot be treated this way, however, because the initial

system condition is in an abnormal state due to some preceding failure.

Take, for example, the case of a vehicle-out-of-service failure. It is

likely that such a failure will involve

(1) A full -stop failure of sufficient duration to

remove the vehicle (e.g., pushing to a siding
or station for removal)

(2) A period following removal of sufficient dura-
tion to prepare, check out, and insert a sub-

stitute vehicle into service.

Each of these can be considered a separate failure with the initial

state of the second failure determined by the system response to the first

failure. For this situation, scaling laws cannot be derived. Superposition

is not appropriate either. Graphical techniques can still be utilized to

handle these special cases, however. Such a process is illustrated in

Figure B-9. This depicts station delays accruing from a vehicle failure

which require removal from service. It takes five normal vehicle headway

intervals to clear the system for operation, followed by a period of 20

normal headway intervals to insert a substitute vehicle into the system.

The initial part of the delay envelope is identical with that

which would result had the full-stop failure occurred by itself. With

normal equipment operation following the full-stop failure, an average

excess capacity would exist, shown on Slope A in Figure B-9.

However, because of the ensuing vehicle reduction, this excess

capacity is not available; hence, recovery is hampered. The resulting queue

dissipation curve has a slope which can be computed as follows:

Modified excess capacity = Slope B

Nf
= (1 + ECJ r - 1 . (B-28)

n
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Queue

Slope A: This slope is the average excess capacity which
would be available with normal equipment operation.

Slope B: Modified excess capacity due to abnormal
equipment operation.

Slope = A

Slope = B

Slope = A

Time to^-
Clear
Disabled
Vehicle

Time to Insert ~
Substitute Vehicle

"Time to"

Restore
Service
to Normal
Conditions

Time - Normal Vehicle Headway Intervals

FIGURE B-9. EXAMPLE OF MULTIPLE FAILURE DELAY PROFILE
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where EC^ = Average excess capacity available with normal system operation,

= Number of vehicles in service during off-normal period,

N = Number of vehicles normally available,
n

This slope is maintained until the substitute vehicle is in ser-

vice, at which point the EC is available to rapidly dissipate the remain-

ing queue.

When system alternatives have such a compound failure mode,

estimated of delay parameters must be done using such techniques.

B.3 EN ROUTE DELAYS

The entire discussion thus far has dealt with techniques for

estimating delays which accrue at stations due to a failure in the system.

The other component of delay is that which accrues to passengers en route

at the time of the failure. Estimating this effect is considerably less

difficult to handle because queue dynamics are not influencing the results.

Classical probability mathematics as applied in the literature are

applicable. However, these techniques can become extremely complex in

estimating en-route delay potential for the variety of failure types and

system configurations possible even for simple systems. As an alternative,

en-route delay potential can be estimated using techniques which parallel

those above for estimating station delay potential. In most cases, the

data upon which such estimates are based will have been generated in the

station delay calculations. In general, the procedure is to simply "observe"

the effect of various types of failures as might be expected in any specific

system situation and deduce expected system performance from these observa-

tions.

B.3.1 Response to Full System Stoppage Failures

The full-stop failure type is the simplest to deal with. Each

time a failure occurs, all passengers on board vehicles at that time are

delayed. Using average values, this amounts to the average instantaneous

link loading of the system. The duration of the delay is equal to the time

to restore the equipment to operating conditions.
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Hence, for each failure, the number of passengers delayed en route is

PD = N^C^LF (B-29)

where: PD = Average number of passengers delayed en route
for a full stoppage failure

Nj = Average number of vehicl es deployed between
stations

Cy = Vehicle capacity

LF = Average load factor for all vehicles operating.

Cumulative delay can be estimated by the following relationship:

D = TTR (B-30)

where: D = Average delay per delayed passenger due to full

stoppage failure

TTR = Mean time to restore equipment to normal operating
levels.

The probability of delay can be estimated by the following relationship:

Pr
d

n^c^lfA

DR (B-31)

where: Pr^ = Probability of being delayed en route average
trip

A = Fail ure rate for full system stoppage failure

(Other variables defined as before.)

Expected delay can be estimated by the following relationship;

ED

N.C LfAtTR
d V

DR (B-32)

where; ED = Average delay expected on average trip due to

full system stoppage failures

(Other variables defined as before.)

Because of the nature of this failure type, the en route delays will

involve vehicle stoppages. Hence, the previous general delay parameters are

also stoppage parameters.
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B.3,2 Response to Stoppage Failure
With Headway Closing Option

If the system allows vehicle headway closure, the estimating pro-

cedure can be quite difficult. The number of passengers delayed en route

and their average delay can be manipulated by the particular antibunching

scheme employed. Some passengers on board at the time of the failure may be

delayed, while others who board after the failure has been corrected may be

delayed. There is an infinity of trade-off options as to the number of

passengers delayed and the duration of the delays. Additionally, station

delays may substitute for en-route delays. In general, the benefits which

accrue to any specific passenger are gained at the expense of other passen-

gers. As discussed in Section B.2.3, the total amount of passenger-hours of

delay is approximately constant. Therefore, to simplify the estimation pro-

cedure, treating the headway closing situation as a full-stop failure is a

reasonable first-order approximation for general delay estimation.

For en-route stops, however, such liberties are not appropriate.

Normally, vehicles operate at some operating headway (OH). They may close

to some lower minimum headway (MH). MH may be defined by safety considera-

tions or operating rules. The difference between these two headway values

is termed cushion headway (CH) and represents the amount (in time units) by

which one vehicle may close upon another. If a vehicle is stalled on the

line, the immediate trailing vehicles will close in as permitted by CH. If

the failed vehicle is down for a less than one cushion headway, the trailing

vehicle will not be required to stop (although it may be slowed or delayed

at a station to restore normal vehicle spacings). If the failed vehicle is

stalled for a period of time greater than one cushion headway, trailing

vehicles will be required to stop. The number of vehicles required to stop,

including the failed vehicle, can be derived from the following expression:

N = ^ ,
(B-33)

where N = Number of vehicles stopped as a result of the stoppage failure,

TTR = Average failure duration,

CH = Cushion headway.
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In Equation (B-33), N should be taken as, the next highest integer

value of the fraction TTR/CH. The maximum number of vehicles which can be

stopped is limited by the number of vehicles in service. If this value is

denoted Nn, Equation (B-33) is valid only when TTR ^ NpCH. For TTR ^

NpCH, the number of vehicles delayed is equal to N^.

The average delay per delayed vehicle is similarly a two-part
formulation

,

when TTR ^ N CH,

'•v

= TTR

where: = Average delay per delayed vehicle.

(Other variables defined as before.)

(B-34)

When TTR ^ N CH,

Dy = 3/2 TTR - N^CH. ^g_35

Passenger delay parameters can be derived from these relationships
as follows:

When TTR = N^CH, the following relationships can be used to estimate the

probability of delay and expected delay.

—
1

^'"d DR CH
'' (B-36)

where: Pr^ = Probability of incurring a stoppage en route on an

average trip

Cy = Vehicle capacity

LF = Average load factor of all vehicles

DR = Passenger demand rate

TTR = Average duration of failure

A = Frequency of occurrence of failure.

ED =
C/F

DR CH

TTR^A
\

(B-37)

where: ED = Average duration of en route stoppage expected
on an average trip.

(Other variables defined as before.)
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When TTR > the following relationships are applicable;

-

d DR
' (B-38)

where; Pr^ = Probability of incurring a stoppage en route on
an average trip.

and ED

N„C LfA
n V

DR
(3/2 TTR - N^CH) (B-39)

where; ED = Average duration of en route stoppage expected
on an average trip.

Many operating strategies may be used to limit the number of

vehicles stopped en route (e.g., slowing down trailing vehicles or holding

at upstream stations). In these situations, a link-by-link assessment is

required to determine the number of vehicles actually involves in a stoppage

incident. From this information, passenger delay parameters can be derived.

B.3.3 Response to Increased Headway Failures

During a failure which restricts vehicle velocity to some level

below the normal velocity, all passengers who board vehicles during the

failure duration (TTR) will be delay ed due to the lower trip speed. (Some

passengers who boarded just prior to the failure will experience delay; some

passengers who board just prior to system recovery will not be delayed. These

two effects are assumed to cancel one another.) The rate of passengers

boarding is not obvious. At stations where queues do not develop, the passen-

ger boarding rate is identical to the normal demand rate (PR). At stations

where queues do build up, the actual boarding rate is less than the normal

demand rate. Discounting this difference, and assuming the normal demand

rate, therefore, tends to overestimate passenger delay parameters. However,

this is a conservative estimate and the relationships involved are simple.

Therefore, the approximation is used. Hence,
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PD = DR TTR
ss

where:

(B-40)

PD = Number of passengers delayed en route due to

slow-speed failure

DR = Average passenger demand rate (This should
actually be passenger boarding rate, which
may be less than demand rate. However, using
DR is reasonable approximation and errs on

the conservative side.)

TTR$s = Average duration of the slow-speed failure.

The cumulative delay may be estimated by the following relationship:

V_

(B-41)

D = Average delay per delayed passenger due to slow-
speed failure

TT = Trip time for average trip »

V = Normal vehicle velocity
n

= Vehicle velocity during failure.

The following relationships can be used to estimate the probability of delay

and expected delay:

Pr .
= TTR A

d ss ss (B-42)

where: Pr^ = Probability of being delayed on average trip due
to slow-speed failure

A ss
~ Failure rate of slow-speed failures.

ED = TTrA. TT
ss (B-43)

where: ED = Average delay expected on average trip due to
slow-speed failure.

(Other variables defined as before.)

Equation (41) estimates the probability of delay en route due to a

slow-speed failure. As discussed in Section 5.2.4, some of the passengers
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Because of the nature of the slow-speed failure, no stoppage

incidents are encountered. Vehicl e-out-of service failures do not impact en-

route passengers except those aboard the failed vehicles. Hence, on a per

failure basis, the number of passengers delayed is equal to the average number

of passengers aboard an average vehicle. The duration of the delay incurred

must be estimated from the operational procedures and time required to

transfer these passengers to unfailed vehicles. The delay parameters must,

therefore, be estimated with knowledge or assumptions regarding these pro-

cedures. No general formulation exists,

B.3.4 Response to Partial System Failures

When the system is configured such that a failure can be isolated

to limit service on only a part of the system, en-route delay potential must

be examined on a link-by-link basis. For example, if a failure affects link

i, the following relationships apply:

D. = TTR. (B-44)

where: = Average duration of delay for delayed passengers

TTR. = Average downtime for ith failure.

The probability of delay can be estimated by the following expression:

(B-45)

where: Pr. = Probability of being delayed on average trip to

partial system failure

PD. = Number of passengers delayed due to ith failure

= Failure rate for ith failure

DR = Passenger demand rate.

The expected delay can be estimated by the following relationship:

ED

Z-PD. A-TTR.

DR
(B-46)

where: ED = Average delay expected on average trip due to

partial system failure.

(Other variables defined as before.)
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The above relationships deal with any delay type. For determina-

tion of stoppage potential, the procedure is identical except that only

failures which induce en-route stoppage are considered.
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1 . INTRODUCTION

At present there exists no standard approach, no standard terminology,

and no standard methodological framework for establishing transportation system

performance goals and controlling system design and operational parameters pur-

suant to these goals. This study (which is part of UMTA's Automatic Guideway

Transit Technology program) is aimed at developing a set of measures for ser-

vice availability (for AGT systems) which will be meaningful, understandable,

and acceptable to transit operators, suppliers, and interested Government

agencies. In review, the major objective of this study was twofold.

(1) To define service availability measures that suitably
characterize transit passenger delays

(2) To establish methods for translating passenger service
availability measures into system hardware and opera-
tional specifications.

Service availability is defined in a generic sense as a measure of the impinge-

ment of equipment failures on the operation of a transit system as perceived

by the system users and operators.

Task 1 of this study consisted of an in-depth review of existing

literature dealing directly or indirectly with service availability. Specif-

ically sought were definitions, use, methods of measurement, models, and con-

cepts as treated in the literature. The results of this effort were reported

in Reference 1. Task 2 carried this information-gathering activity to the

transit industry to gain the benefit of its members' experience in the use of

service availability measures. It was desired to obtain "real-world" insight

into the following:

Service availability concepts/definitions

Use of service availability measures in various phases

of a transit system's life cycle
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Factors influencing service availability and its use

Characteristics of a "good" measure of service avail-
ability

Criteria by which alternative measures can be evaluated.

The results of this activity were reported in Reference 2.

The original program schedule called for the subsequent performance

of a task of selection of appropriate service availability measures and a task

to develop and demonstrate the methodology for utilizing those measures. An

important conclusion of Task 2 was that such separation cannot be made. Per-

haps the most important criterion for a good measure is the existence of a

simple, understandable, and usable methodology for its use. Hence, these tasks

(3 and 4) were combined and their results are reported in Reference 3. The

report, in focusing on passenger delays, as opposed to equipment delays, sets

forth a refined definition of the general statement of service availability,

i.e., the impingement of system failures on passengers. The report goes on

to show that it is not feasible to obtain general analytic formulations of the

dynamic relationships between passenger demand patterns and system physical

and operating characteristics applicable to all possible system configurations

and service patterns. Rather, it is necessary to treat each system separately

and to examine the unique properties which characterize passenger delay dynam-

ics .

Task 5 of the project. Service Availability Workshop, was designed

to provide a forum for the preliminary results of the project and to provide

an opportunity for those concerned with questions of service availability to

react to these results.

2. WORKSHOP OBJECTIVES

The primary objective of the workshop was to have an in-depth ex-

change between the project staff and industry and Government representatives

in order to

(1) Communicate to the transit industry the results of

this study of service availability

(2) To obtain a critical review by the industry as to the

potential use and 1 imi tations of the research.
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3 . SUMMARY OF WORKSHOP ORGANIZATION

Workshop Participants

Participation in the service availability workshop was by invitation.

It was intended that the participants represent a broad spectrum of industry,

including operators, designers, and equipment suppliers, as well as Government

representatives. To this end, invitations were extended to suppliers, to

eleven cities actively planning for DPM (Downtown People Mover) systems, to a

number of transit system operators and consultants, and to Federal officials

involved in transit system planning and implementation activities. The list

of participants. Appendix A, evidences that a broad spectrum of expertise was

in attendance.

Workshop Format

The agenda that was distributed to all participants is included as

Appendix B. Following a general presentation of the objectives of the

research, an overview of the results to date, and a summary of the service

availability methodology developed, the participants took part in working group

sessions in which each group member had the opportunity to ask questions and to

present his views on the results of the research. The basic source document

for the workshop (see Appendix C) included a summary of the service avail-

ability methodol ogy developed in the project and essential background

material for the workshop group discussions.

To the extent possible, each workshop group was composed of repre-

sentatives from the Federal Government, state and local governments, system

suppliers, system operators, and research and consulting firms (see Appendix

D). This was designed to encourage a broad range of discussion and inter-

change of ideas and opinions within each group.

Following the workshop group sessions, all participants met to-

gether for a final plenary session for summary statements by each of the group

chairmen and a general discussion of accomplishments of the research and the

workshop tasks.
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Group Discussions

In order to stimulate and direct the workshop group discussions, a

list of questions was distributed to each participant (see Appendix E).

The questions helped to focus the group discussions and provided the basis for

final discussion and concluding remarks when the entire group met in the plenary

session. Within each workshop group, a representative from UMTA or TSC acted

chairman pro tern and a member of the BCL staff acted as a recording secretary

for the group. Mr. R. D. Leis, BCL program manager and Mr. C. W. Watt, TSC

program monitor, circulated through the groups to answer questions and to pro-

vide additional quidance relative to the BCL service availability approach.

Group Reports

Each group prepared a brief statement in response to the question-

naire; these statements are included in Appendix F.
V

4, WORKSHOP CONCLUSIONS

The purpose of this section is to summarize the key conclusions of

the workshop as a result of the workshop group discussions and the final plenary

session. These conclusions relate to a range of topics, including the tech-

nical approach and its limitations, the use and usefulness of the results, areas

of continuing concern, and suggestions for final presentation. The conclusions

presented below draw from the group reports and the discussion of the final

plenary session. It is not intended that they exhibit a rank ordering of impor-

tance or consensus.

Passenger Delay Measures

It seems apparent that passenger delay measures (SAM 1 - see Table 4-1)

are desirable; problems arise, however, when one tries to measure passenger

delays in day-to-day transit operation or to use SAM 1 as a system specifica-

tion. Moreover, a given SAM 1 does not uniquely determine a SAM On the

other hand, a given SAM 2 can yield a SAM 1 for a given system. Thus, from

the point of view of system specification, SAM 2 may be much more useful if

there is an accepted methodological approach for determining a set of SAM I's

for comparison purposes.
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Excess Capacity

It was concluded that excess capacity is an. important system charac-

teristic, worth even a substantial additional cost; however, it is not yet clear

how excess capacity can be defined, for example, for a planned DPM system in

view of variations in 0-D patterns, in queue dissipation rates, etc. TTR (time

to restore) may be more important than excess capacity if it is assumed that en-

route delays associated with stopped vehicles are more serious than station delays.

Buyer-Seller Dialogue

The "SAM l-f
2-SAM 2 process (see Figure 4-1) implies a major dialogue

between buyer and seller. Changes in existing procurement regulations may be

necessary to allow for it; alternatively, it may be possible to express system

availability specifications in the form of a range of numbers, or a threshold

value. Acting within the existing procurement procedure, it may be desirable,

if possible, to build problem solving/negotiating provisions into the contract

package.

Compl iance Testi ng

SAM 2 is significantly easier for suppliers to deal with in compliance

(acceptance) testing than SAM 1; suppliers can be held accountable for performance

they can control, i.e., MTBF, MTTR, throughput capacity, etc. SAM 1-type pas-

senger delay measures do not solely reflect system operating characteristics.

Compliance testing should involve a lengthy test period or follow an initial

operating period of some length (i.e., six months), if this is possible.

szstem Specifications

There appears to be a consensus that most failures and associated

delays will be of only minor concern to DPM passengers as long as vehicles are

moving. (The delay situation is further confused because station delays may be

perceived as being different than en-route delays.) Passengers on the relatively

short DPM systems may be insensitive to station delays of up to 50 percent of
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the expected trip time. There was general agreement among suppliers and buyers

that specifications such as (a) maximum allowed time to restore service or (b)

downtime limits are desirable.

Assessment of Research Results

The research results which have been accomplished thus far were

thought to be of high quality. The methodology may be more useful for assessing

system performance and workability than for system specification. A real-world

evaluation of the f
2
~process (translation between SAM 1 and SAM 2) is needed to

provide a basis for its ultimate value; the SEA-TAC Satellite Transit System was

cited as a potentially good test case. In addition it was noted that a program

for evaluating this and other service availability measures would be of value at

this time. The reports on Tasks 1 and 2 were also commended; it may be desirable

to give them wide distribution.

Guideline Document

The workshop participants were in agreement on the need for a guide-

line document, or procedure manual, for applying the suggested methodology. The

document should provide step-by-step directions for use, as well as examples, so

that even those who are not completely conversant in the methodology can use it.

This implies that a thorough explanation of what the methodology is intended to

do together with its limitations must be included.

Service Availability Vis-a-Vis Other Considerations

The workshop group discussions brought out the need to recognize that

service availability is but one of many AGT considerations that must be examined

when comparing or evaluating systems. The proper perspective of service avail-

ability is conceded to be a difficult, but important task. There is agreement

that cities with a DPM system need a method to determine the "goodness" (or

"badness") of a system. The problem is one of defining goodness and measuring

it in such a way that the performance requirements can be related to passengers'

perception of level (quality) of service (LOS). Here, again, complications

arise because some characteristics of LOS are related to the physical environ-

ment and others to the operating environment; the supplier is responsible for

the operating environment, but the difficulty arises in relating the operating
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characteristics of the system to the passenger demand in order to provide some

level of service.
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APPENDIX A

SERVICE AVAILABILITY WORKSHOP
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Cambridge, Massachusetts 02142 Ph: (617) 494-2215
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Rohr Industries, Inc.
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APPENDIX B

SERVICE AVAILABILITY WORKSHOP

PROGRAM AGENDA

October 26

8:00 Registration

9:00 Welcome R. D. King

9:10 Introductory Remarks C. W. Watt

9:20 Project Overview C. W. Hamilton

9:40 Service Availability Control Process R. D. Leis

10:30 Break

10:45 Passenger Delays/System Characteristics R, D. Leis

12:00 Lunch

1:15 Service Availability Control Methodology R. D. Leis

2:15 Questions for Clarification R. D. Leis

2:45 Break

3:00 Workshop Group Formation R. D. King

3:10 Workshop Group Discussions

5:30 Social Hour

October 27

9:00 Workshop Group Discussions

12:00 Lunch

1:15 Workshop Group Reports R. D. King

2:30 General Discussion and

Concluding Remarks
R. D. Leis/
C. W. Watt
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APPENDIX C

GRAPHIC MATERIALS

Appendix C included copies of selected figures and

Sections 4.0, 5.0, and 6.0 of the Third Interim Report.

Since this report is bound in this volume, those sections

have not been repeated here.
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APPENDIX D

SERVICE AVAILABILITY WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP GROUP FORMATION

1 2 3 4

Mari no* Rutyna* Kangas* Pawlak*

Gardner Boldig Bell Bowman

Gunter El 1 iott Christians! n Corbin

Marsh Field Evoy Hoyl er

Whi tenack Rudofsky Pearson Murphy

Zweighaft Womack Roesl er Yang

0cli6neA K-ing Hamilton Viowatd

* Group chairman

Note : Leis and Watt will be available to all groups to answer
questions that may arise.
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APPENDIX E

SERVICE AVAILABILITY WORKSHOP

QUESTIONS FOR WORKSHOP GROUPS

(1) What is the experience of the group relative to service availability measures?

(a) What measures were used?

(b) At what stage of system 1 ife-cycle--planning,

procurement, operation--was it used?

(c) What were the advantages and disadvantages?

(d) Were the measures effective?

(e) What changes in system hardware and/or operating

procedures can be credited to the use of a

service availability measure?

(2) How would you rank the importance of service availability relative to

other attributes of a transportation system?

(3) How important is abnormal station delay? Is it a significant factor

in passenger dissatisfaction?

(4) Do olanners/ooerators know what level of system performance they want

relative to passenger delav parameters? Could thev make cost/performance

tradeoffs?

(5) What problems may be encountered when passenger delay parameters are

used in the service availability requirements of the system

speci fication?

(6) How should "foreseen" nonequipment related off-normal performance be

handled by the planner?

(V) Should a performance specification for service availability include

allowances for uncontrollable "outside" service interruptions such

as vandalism, passenger caused interruptions , etc.?
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(8)

How should "unforeseen" system operational problems be included

in the service availability performance specifications? Should

the specification writer add some "margin-of-safety"? How does

the planner handle this problem?
(9)

The service availability measure approach proposed requires

knowledge of many aspects of the transportation system--number

and location of stations, network configuration, origins/destinations,

passenger demand, vehicle size, normal service frequency and line

speed, types of service failure modes, frequency for each, and

failure recovery approaches for each. How well are these known

during the bidding cycle? Can reasonable estimates be made?

(10) Many of today's AGT systems were a fi rst-of-i ts-kind and at the

bidding stage many details of the systems were not yet finalized.

How well are the details of the various sytems known today?

Can the supplier do the tradeoffs indicated in f
2
?

(11) System excess capacity appears to be the important characteristic

of transit systems for enabling rapid recovery following a service

failure. From your knowledge, is this a correct interpretation?

(1?) The service availability measure approach proposes considerable

interaction between the buyer and the supplier during the bidding

cycle. Is this feasible? What problems are envisioned? What

recommendations would you offer?

1
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(13) Is it reasonable to expect agreement to detailed acceptance

test procedures during the bidding phase? Will the supplier

know his system well enough? Will the buyer know how he plans

to operate well enough?

(14) What tradeoff is a supplier willing to make between

(a) The length (and, hence, cost) of equipment

acceptance testing, and

(b) The risk of falsely rejecting the equipment?

(15) To obtain confidence in the test results, the acceptance test

period may become long, such as a year, is it possible for the

operation and/or maintenance of the system to be performed by

other than supplier personnel during that period?

(16) Are the report examples used to explain the service availability

control process understandable? If not, what areas are not clear?

(17) Is the process proposed workable in the "real world"? What

are the anticipated limitations/pitfalls? How could they be

avoided?
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APPENDIX F

SERVICE AVAILABILITY WORKSHOP

WORKSHOP GROUP REPORTS

Group 1 Marino (UMTA - Chairman)
Gardner (L. A. RTD - APIA)
Marsh (G. M.)
Whitenack (Rohr)
Zweighaft (Miami DPM)

Ochsner (BCL)

(1) Don Marsh is familiar with the Westinghouse system installation and
Ochsner is familiar with the AIRTRANS availability requirements . Both
systems have been implemented against classical reliability (MTBF, MTTR
for equipment) measures and were only slightly effective. The require-
ments for Westinghouse included some incentives for good performance;
AIRTRANS did not. The definition of "failure" and "system recovery"
were hang ups in specification interpretation.

(2) Service availability is a very important parameter. There is a

"threshold" availability above which the cost effectiveness is ques-
tionable. Above this "threshold" calue, cost tradeoffs should be made.
Safety, of course, must remain an independent uncompromising parameter
of a transportation system.

(3) Concensus was that "station" waits are more acceptable than "vehicle"
waits (stalled vehicles). An exception is Morgantown PRT where open
stations are very uncomfortable in foul weather. Station waits are
of medium importance but should be handled by proper announcements to

stranded passengers. The ultimate decision of relative importance is

system specific depending on types of stations, station doors, climate,
etc

.

(4) It was agreed that such values could be selected by planners/consultants.
Cost tradeoffs would be difficult due to system design parameters not

being available until after receipt of proposals. Summary was that it

is unlikely a very good cost tradeoff could be made.

(5) Concensus was that if they are included in the specs, it is also neces-

sary that a very specific explanation of the methodology to be used be

included. Also, if sufficient excess capacity is available, and past

systems have had excess capacity, there is little need for the extensive
passenger delay studies.

(6) Nonequipment-related problems are not the supplier's responsibility.

The owner and planner must be educated to expect those problems and

make preparations (money, strategies) to handle them.

(7) Only as a margin of safety in the specifications. This margin of

safety may best be handled as excess capacity. TTR of the system must

be carefully planned to handle "outside" service interruptions as well

as equipment failures.

(8) Same as (6) and (7)

.
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(9)

The supplier knows or will develop them all during the proposal prepara-
tion but the planner will not know them all prior to the release of the

RFP. Concensus was that is is very unlikely that all of the needed in-

formation could be learned prior to release of the RFP.

(10) Major suppliers (Vought, WEC, Boeing) could do this now based on data
from current operating systems. Other suppliers are questionable.

(11) Yes. It was even suggested that perhaps excess capacity purchase would
be more cost effective than attempting to calculate the passenger delays
due to failures. There is a risk of additional O&M cost and additional
failures of the "extra" vehicles may penalize operation if the extra
vehicles are not utilized wisely.

(12) This is not feasible due to system-specific design for each application
and suppliers desire to keep some "aces" in the hold for the proposals.
It may be possible to use a range of numbers and Include the passenger
delay methodology which will be used to evaluate proposals.

(13) Yes, Yes, Yes. There may be some disagreement between UMTA and the
cities, however, on how much testing "proof" is needed for new concepts.

(14) It is anticipated that suppliers are not interested in very much risk
on a "system" basis. It is unfair to expect suppliers to work on system
construction for years and have a risk of total rejection or very costly
redesign because of a "test". System testing should be a long process
with acceptance a normal conclusion when a certain service level is

proven. Then system improvement will continue to achieve a higher
"level" of service.

(15) No, supplier personnel must control during acceptance period. The owner
should have aprallel personnel available to witness and acknowledge con-

formance with criteria for acceptance. A training period must be allowed
after acceptance for owners O&M personnel

.

(16) No. There appears to be too many examples. One or two examples with
detailed step-by-step explanations should be given.

(17) Concensus was that the process is not workable in the real world. The

primary problem is the lack of system-specific information from the
suppliers. It does appear to be a good evaluation tool for the buyer
to use during proposal evaluation and contractor selection.
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Group 2 Rutyna (UMTA - Chairman)
Bolding (G. M.)
Elliott (Consultant - St. Louis DPM)
Field (UMTA)
Rudofsky (State of Michigan)
Womak (Otis-TTD)
King (BCL)

(1) Group concluded there are 4 or 5 SAMs available. The group could not
say whether or not they were effective. There was a difference of
opinion within the group as to whether passenger-oriented specs or
system hardware specs was the way to go.

(2) From a passenger's viewpoint the group felt that safety was most
important and service availability was second. Safety is necessary
to get insurance.

(3) The group felt that all delays are important, but that en-route stop-
pages are more important since the passenger has fewer options.

(4) There is no history for the new systems to draw upon, therefore, the

answers are no and no.

(5) Might induce some additional costs if unrealistic. The interactive
process proposed may be prohibited by the procurement laws (state and

local )

.

(6) Be cognizant of it. Ask for options from supplier as how to handle
the foreseen nonequipment-related off-normal performance.

(7) No.

(8) Unforeseen system operational problems should not be included in the

service availability performance specifications. Should allow the
bidder to suggest what he foresees as problems with suggested options.

(9) The person preparing the specs generally knows the network configura-
tion and demand and probably isn't privy to the system hardware capa-
bilit ies to the level desired. The supplier probably has reasonable
estimates. What does the buyer do under these conditions when he has

to deal with several supplier systems? There was group concensus that

the legal constraints would prohibit the open interaction during the

bidding period after RFP. Perhaps pre-RFP discussions could be held.

(10) If the supplier can't do it, nobody can. It would be nice to have it

a joint effort. There is general feeling that system hardware charac-

teristics are reasonably known.

(11) It is important. The time to restore is more important. Clearing the

people in stalled vehicles is more important than clearing queues in

stations

.
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(12) It is feasible. It would have to be some kind of prebidders conference.
The bidding costs would be higher. Considerations should be given to

influence legislative changes which would prevent proposed open com-
munications.

(13) The test plan can be agreed to; the detailed acceptance test procedures
probably cannot be agreed to during the bid cycle. Get the legal

people in early relative to acceptance conditions before the test plan

is considered. Some provisions should be included in the specs to

allow for the "maturing" of the system in its reliability performance.
There was some concern with the "maturing" concept in that the system
must work well when it is open to revenue service. Perhaps some minimal

level of performance can be established with a further requirement for

improvement over some period of time.

(14) The importance of the acceptance test should not be underestimated.

(15) The group thought it was possible. This is particularly true with the

training of buyer maintenance personnel. It probably is necessary to

have the maintenance under the control of the supplier until acceptance
is achieved.

(16) "The elevator business has its ups and downs."

(17) As a process it probably is workable. It probably would require a

computer to make it practical. A viewpoint was offered that the buyer

must, at a minimum, be able to review the supplier's analysis so that
reasonable evaluations can be made.
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Group 3 Kangas (UMTA - Chairman)
Bell (Indianapolis Pyblic Transit Corp.)
Christiansin (Boeing)
Pearson (St. Paul Metro. Transit Commission)
Roesler (APL - Johns Hopkins)
Hamilton (BCL)

(1) The service availability methodology may provide a useful communications
tool for making tradeoffs between service availability versus cost. On

the other hand, the extensive buyer-suppl i er communication may be too
time consuming. Some of the problems with service availability include
defining the operational aspects of improving availability, and the

fact that different actors control different variables. Compliance
testing of service availability requirements requires a demonstration
of full fleet operation even if demand does not warrant it; in service
compliance testing may not work for a DPM.

(2) Capital, operating and maintenance cost are extremely important. The
buyer, rather than the Federal Government should specify the service
availability requirements.

(3) DPM station-size limitations may impact these considerations; it may
be that en-route delays (for stopped vehicles) should be weighted more
heavily than station delays, e.g., Japan/Okinawa. The bill package
must define failure.

(4) Examples were given of the Indianapolis bus system (schedule adherence
is defined by being not more than one minute ahead of schedule or not

more than three minutes behind) and Minneapolis/St. Paul (zero minutes
early and not more than five minutes late). Bus adherence has little
to do with DPM systems; headway maintenance is more important for a

DPM. One operator prefers longer headway and larger vehicles to sim-

plify meeting performance; it was felt that suppliers can make neces-

sary cost/performance tradeoffs.

(5) There was operator and supplier concern with dealing with passenger
delays; vehicle headways are controllable but the high variance in PAX

demand undermines the utility of using PAX delay statistics. There
is a need to put more attention on SAM 2 relative to operations than

on SAM 2 relative to vehicle reliability

(6) Manufacturers prefer to design to vehicle-related parameters; they can

(7) handle specifications regarding maximum allowable time to restore ser-

(8) vice and/or a downtime limit on the system. The guideline document
may address some of these issues.

(9) Information generally known (Minneapolis/St. Paul); don't know reli-

abil i ty--recorded in different ways.

(10)

Yes, fp can be done. Analysis methodology should be tested at existing

site, i.e., Busch Gardens.

\
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(11) Excess capacity is important in theory but, in practice, queues may
not build up in DPM resulting in lost patronage. Excess capacity is

viewed as capability to handle higher than anticipated demands.

(12) Pre-RFP communication is difficult and post-RFP communication is pro-

cedural ly restrictive.

(13) Absolutely required

QA plan is an important part of bid specification

Can prepare standout acceptance tests applicable
for testing all bidders systems.

(14) Supplier wants a low-risk test

Would run lengths test to provide confidence in results.

(15) The majority of test personnel must be under control of person

responsible for outcome (the supplier) otherwise he cannot guarantee
results. When does warranty period start; this supplier is paid for

system (apart from incentive payments)?

(16) The presentation of results needs to be improved although a good job

was done. There is a need for a step-by-step cookbook to explain
methodology.

(17) Useful as design tool, possibly a buyers tool to use before RFP.
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Group 4 Pawlak (UMTA - Chairman)
Corbin (Vought)
Hoyler (UMTA)
Murphy (Kaiser Engineers - St. Paul DPM)
Yang (Indianapolis Metro. Planning)
Diewald (BCL)

(1) The primary experience of the group was related
to the AIRTRANS system. Mr. Corbin of Vought
presented us with some information on the operating
rules relative to system availability and a com-
pilation of the weekly service availability achieve-
ments for 1977 to date (see Attachments 1 and 2).

(2) Service availability is one of many system attributes
of importance in describing and assessing a trans-
portation system.

(3) A lot of other factors are probably important in

user evaluation of a system, some fixed and some
variable; it could be very important if it goes
beyond some reasonable threshold.

(4) The answer is no; as yet system performance is not
quantifiable as a single factor.

(5) No answer here except that there must be a balance
with other system requirements.

(6)

, (7), & (8) Not really dealt with; too specific for

this group. The questions had not been
really addressed before by the participants
(except Corbin).

(9)

The general feeling was that the specifications
should be very inclusive and, therefore, as tight
as possible. There is a need for continuing inter-

action and communication with potential suppliers
in the specification writing phase.

(10) The general concensus was that although much is

known about existing systems, much more data need

to be collected to allow for meaningful comparisons.

(11) TTR was deemed to be more important; again the cost

trade-offs involved must be carefully analyzed.

(12) Buyer-supplier interaction is essential but the

difficulties (well-known) are great; UMTA should
do everything it can to promote a bidding cycle
that will maximize the interaction.
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(13) Specification requirements should be directly
related to an acceptance test procedure.

(14) Again, there is great need for buyer-suppl ier

interaction here because no supplier will allow
himself to get into a situation where he would
have to remove an unacceptable system.

(15) It would not seem to be desirable from a supplier
standpoint unless adequate agreements are drawn
up.

(16) A more extensive system example would greatly
assist in displaying the process.

(17) It was a considered workable process but there
was not enough understanding to allow for a clear
statement of the limitations/pitfalls.

110 copies
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